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The Education Act has received Royal assent and become law. If, in time, the much-heralded Parliamentary
Consensus is also confirmed then we could have conflicting major developments.
Many educators will feel that for the very first time, we have a clear long term direction of travel and stability
of policy. Academies are here to stay. An end to the days of tinkering, modification, broken aspirations and
‘policy on the hoof ’. An end to the days where raised expectations often ended with diluted results and
promising strategies disappeared without trace.
A National Funding Formula that is fair, transparent and finally removes embedded extremes of inequality,
injustice and unfairness is, of course, the bedrock of such future stability, notwithstanding that in the short
term necessary changes and financial realignments will always result in some inevitable turbulence. That
there will be winners and losers only goes to emphasise the inequity of continuing with the present flawed
systems. However, in his analysis of evolving proposals from Central Government, Tom Clark clearly expresses
some disappointment and reflects the concerns of many about a regrettable dilution of unequivocal preelection statements and expectations, through the proposed retention of Schools Forums.
By its very nature a NFF, paid directly to schools, is clearly at odds with the retention of any form of local
authority intervention through Schools Forums and is the fundamental basis of academy independence. But
if this ‘halfway house’ must be put in place then let it be with the transparency, openness, accountability,
checks and balances in the model that Tom Clark sets out in his article.
In the context of such proposals, and at this early stage in the evolution of the new educational landscape, it is
worth noting that in an increasing number of local authority areas a significant majority of secondary schools
have converted and that the time when there will be LAs with no secondary schools is fast approaching.
Undoubtedly this challenges the credibility, or even the right, of school forums to have any influence upon the
distribution of funding. This debate remains ongoing and the outcomes are still uncertain and it is incumbent
upon all those who seek true autonomy to play an active part in moulding Government proposals.
The second agenda in the practical application of the new ‘freedoms and opportunities’ is, conversely, quite the
opposite of the stability offered by the first for it is predicated upon ‘local solutions to local issues’ requiring a
wide variety of solutions, strategies and organisation. With their economy of scale, secondary schools are
individually well placed to refine and tailor local provision in pursuit of the standards agenda. And we are rapidly
approaching the time when the critical mass will be reached and academy status the norm for this sector.
The same cannot yet be said for the primary sector and with over 19000 schools, of which less than 700 have
converted, it is here that attention must fall. Just what the critical mass is for this significantly more complex
variety of organisations, and in what form the primary academy scene will evolve over time, is anybody’s
guess. However, of one thing we can be certain: it is obvious that it is not the intention to retain the bipartite,
‘one size fits all’, school/LA structure or relationship. If new arrangements are to be truly locally based and
focused on specific need it is inevitable that there must develop a wide variety of models where the unifying
factor will be innovative collaboration and local primary/secondary partnerships based upon equality.
Some might fear that the evolving landscape might become disparate and disjointed but, as in so many other
historical educational initiatives and perhaps surprisingly in this secular age, it is the Church of England that
may provide the necessary unifying lead. Through the National Society and Board of Education, Catholic
Dioceses, Boards of Deputies et al and with their remit for over one fifth of all primary schools, the Church,
in partnership and collaboration with the other non-secular organisations and denominations, could offer
the drive and consistency for others to follow. In his article on this issue the Bishop of Grimsby outlines a
powerful vision for (in the widest of senses) ‘The Church’s Gift to the Nation’. Not one of evangelism and
conversion but one of real empowerment and engagement with local communities in pursuit of excellence
that echoes the philosophy and drive of the original founders of our educational system.
Future editions intend to expand upon the themes of ‘partnership and collaboration’ and organisations are
invited to contribute examples of innovative and successful collaborations and solutions to local issues so
that others may be able to consider, adapt and even duplicate such examples for their own needs.

Paul Strong, editor of Academy, retired in August 2011 as Headteacher of William Farr C.E.
Comprehensive School, Lincoln. He can be contacted at editor@academymag.co.uk
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Funding

A national funding formula:
the story continues...
Tom Clark CBE, chairman of the FASNA board,
expresses significant concerns and doubts about the
proposal that there is a future role for Schools Forums

I

n the last edition George Phipson made clear the FASNA view
that in the consultation paper on school funding, Proposals for
a fairer system, option ‘A’ (‘providing a notional budget for
every school’) was the only option which would create any
momentum towards a proper National Funding Formula. Option
‘B’ is perverse and in effect would mean that independent state
schools (academies), independent of LAs, would be funded by LAs.
He is, of course, right but further safeguards will be required
for option ‘B’ to be other than a huge retreat from the reasonable
expectations created by pre-election rhetoric and post election
euphoria that there would at last be a fair national funding
formula for schools which would replace the chaotic
arrangements whereby 152 LAs’ local formulae cover every
contingency from ‘the thickness of the grass’ to ‘trees and ditches’.
Remember, too, some LAs top slice 6% from the budget and
others 19%. So ‘yes’, there will need to be transitional
arrangements which are fair and ‘yes’ there will be ‘winners and
losers’ but there have been serial ‘losers’ going back at least to
1988/9 and LMS – although in truth as those funding
arrangements themselves were predicated on protecting historic
patterns of funding, some children in similar circumstances in
similar schools have been ‘losers’ for generations.
The FASNA view is that 100% of the DSG should go directly
to all schools and schools which want to buy back services from
the LA could do so knowing precisely and transparently what
services cost. Academies don’t need a Schools Forum.
Otherwise safeguards are required which will include Schools
Forums being re-engineered, re-named and regulated by a
robust, independent, highly skilled Executive Funding Agency
accountable to a strong Board.
At present Schools Forums do not provide objective scrutiny of
local formulae in which schools can have confidence. The single
biggest issue is the need for Schools Forums to have independence
from LAs. Too often local ‘discretion’ has not been used to
support schools: it has been used to support local authorities.
Membership of a Schools Forum can seem arbitrary as the
local authority has huge latitude as to how it will interpret broad
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and non-specific requirements such as proportionality - primary,
secondary, governors, Headteachers, community schools,
academies (‘sponsored’ and ‘converters’), VA, Foundation, Trust,
Community, Early Years, Nursery, 14-19 Partnership, Schools with
Sixth Forms etc. The ‘non-school membership’ membership is
even more LA dependent with the LA making these appointments
essentially as it sees fit. Perhaps even more concerning is the extent
of the LAs’ own representation and ‘presence’ at Forum meetings.
Terms of office can often seem self-serving.
If we are obliged to have forums:
• There should be a mandatory limit to the size of School
Forums – no more than 10 in total and there should be at
least one independent member (without voting rights) from
what becomes the Executive Funding Agency, in order to
scrutinise proceedings.
• ‘Non-school’ membership should be limited or eliminated
from the Forum and any non-school members should not be
able to vote.
• Schools should represent schools including the interests of
other bodies like the Church, which do not themselves need
to be on the Forum.

Funding

• Representatives should make decisions at the Forum and
publish their decisions quickly and widely and be held to
account by all other schools.
• School forums should have nothing to do with LA resourcing.
• There should be a ‘simple majority’ rule.
• LAs should provide Schools Forums with a business case for
their approval for elements they wish to top-slice.
Important decisions about school funding require informed
judgement and competencies. The level of Schools Forum
competency can be a concern. In order for members to make
decisions, on sometimes technical matters, it is vital they
understand the content of any proposals and the impact that
their decisions may have.
Where discussion is of a technical nature, school business
managers or financial directors should be allowed to support
representatives, without, of course having voting rights and there
should be independent advice from the EFA available to Schools
Forums’ representatives.
There needs to be a professional secretariat. Forums elect a
chair but the chair and the Forum are run by LA officers and are
often subject to LA rules – such as minutes only becoming
available after the following meeting. Forums and their chair
need an independent secretariat able to prepare commentaries
on LA proposals which circulates immediate post-meeting
summaries to all schools. Clear communications are essential.
Supporting documentation should be circulated well in advance
of the meeting and there should be an opportunity for members
to seek clarity on any published items before the meeting – this
should be routine: unfortunately it isn’t.
The Education Funding Agency will come into being next
year - its purpose being ‘to support the effective and efficient
funding of academies, calculating and implementing funding,
monitoring and regulating arrangements and ensuring value for
money’. An independent, robust funding agency is a necessary
corollary to Schools Forums.
We assume:
• The Education Funding Agency (EFA) will be an executive

agency of the Department, with responsibility as the funding
agency for children and young people, funding all
institutions that are not maintained by local authorities.
• The EFA will have a ‘stake’ in the success of self governing
schools.
• The YPLA will form the core of the new funding agency.
• Responsibilities will include 16-19 provision.
Its role should be:
1. Mediating between local freedoms and national
accountability.
2. Providing rigorous quality [financial] assurance which
allows self–governing schools to operate autonomously.
3. Calculating funding allocations for academies.
4. Assuming responsibility for the financial monitoring of
academies.
5. Providing a lead role in the development of a truly
representative and competent body to replace schools
forums and providing appropriate mediations of proceeding.
6. Having expert regional representatives on schools forums
or their successors which is entirely independent of the LA
7. Ensuring that any successor to Schools Forum operates in
compliance with the strict guidelines agreed in the funding
reforms to include – a limit on the number and overall
percentage of allowable local formula factors and any
agreed capping of virement between local formula lines
8. Ensuring that the cost to each school of local decisions is
completely transparent
9. Publishing benchmark data on academy spending at least
termly
If we can’t yet have a national funding formula for schools
then triangulating arrangements between newly formed Schools
Forums and an EFA will be paramount.

The editor invites comments and opinions
from readers about their previous
expectations and their present reactions to
what is now being proposed.
Spring 2012 | Academy magazine
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Freedom

Two kinds of autonomy
Positive, not negative, liberty is the key
to academy success, says John Dunford

T

here has been considerable political debate about the
benefits and dangers of giving schools more autonomy,
but little has been said about how that autonomy is being
used. In my visits to newly converted academies, I observe that
the benefits of conversion are seen by Headteachers and chairs of
governors to be primarily freedom from the local authority and
from some irksome bureaucracy. In academies that have been
established longer, I am given a coherent account of how the
increased autonomy is being used and why this is beneficial.
There are, then, two kinds of autonomy – freedom from, and
freedom to. This was articulated in Isaiah Berlin’s inaugural
lecture at Oxford University in 1958, Two concepts of liberty.
Berlin used the terms ‘negative liberty’ and ‘positive liberty’, the
first being the absence of coercion by an external agent. ‘As for
Otanes,’ said Berlin, ‘he wished neither to rule nor to be ruled —
the exact opposite of Aristotle's notion of true civic liberty.’
Negative liberty is simply the absence of constraints.
Positive liberty is, according to Berlin, ‘a valid universal goal’
and ‘democratic self-government is a fundamental human need’.
Positive liberty enables a person to take control and pursue his or
her purposes.
Although discussions of positive and negative liberty most
often take place in university philosophy classes, the notions are
key to the development of a more autonomous school system. If
schools simply delight in ‘freedom from’ and pursue entirely
their own goals, the resulting atomized system will soon become
patchy, with pockets of excellence and areas of real difficulty.
If, on the other hand, schools use their ‘freedom to’, and do so
both on their own behalf and in partnership with other schools,
then autonomy creates the basis of an innovative self-improving
system in which the life chances of all young people across the
country are improved. It is the motivation to use ‘freedom to’
that drives improvement in the more mature academies.
On a visit to a recently converted academy the Head described
to me the reasons why she was glad to have freedom from the
local authority which, she considered, had added little value to
the work of the school but had cost around 10 percent of the
school’s budget. On conversion she had, however, moved quickly
to use the ‘freedom to’ do several things, including the more
efficient deployment of her advanced skills teachers who would
be able to use their time more effectively free from the
constraints imposed by the local authority. Near to the top of this
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Head’s ‘freedom to’ list was the desire to work in more effective
partnerships with other schools.
All convertor academies have had to nominate one or more
schools with which they will work. The notion of partnership
working, developed under New Labour, has been given a new
twist by the coalition government, so that directed partnerships
have been replaced by ‘choose your partners’ and decide what
you want to do with them and how you want to do it, which is
potentially a much more fruitful form of collaborative working.
This is at the heart of the kind of self-improving system,
described by David Hargreaves in a paper for the National
College. Hargreaves sets out four components of a self-improving
system: strong clusters, sharing resources and expertise; local selfevaluation leading to local solutions; raising aspirations across the
area; and building leadership capacity across groups of schools.
That is an agenda to which most academy leaders would
subscribe and a credible way in which they use their ‘freedom to’.
When clusters become strong enough to employ staff as a group
and share their expertise, the benefits have been found to be
enormous by academies that have taken this extra step.
Shared professional development and complementary outreach
work are two beneficial components of strong clusters. For
example, one academy group has decided to put special emphasis
on building assessment skills across all the staff of its schools and is
working with the Chartered Institute of Educational Assessors
(www.ciea.org.uk) on an accredited programme.
Perhaps the most exciting area for using ‘freedom to’ is
curriculum development and there is considerable interest in the
benefits of becoming curriculum developers again after 20 years
of a centrally imposed and all-embracing national curriculum.
As chair of Whole Education (www.wholeducation.org) I hope
to see all academies using their freedom to design a curriculum
that gives all young people a fully rounded education, developing
their skills and personal qualities in a planned way alongside
building students’ knowledge and increasing attainment.

Dr John Dunford is chair of Whole
Education and of the Institute of Chartered
Educational Assessors. He was formerly
general secretary of the Association of
School and College Leaders.
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Consultations

Be heard and respond
Barry Featherstone outlines key
points and questions from the latest
government consultation on Study
Programmes for 16-19 year olds

H

ere is the introduction to this important consultation:
Professor Wolf 's Review of Vocational Education
published in March 2011 recommended that, in order
to meet the needs of the modern labour market, the overall
study programmes of all full time students following largely
vocational programmes in state-funded provision should be
governed by a set of general principles relating primarily to
content, general structure, assessment arrangements and contact
time. Provided these principles are met, institutions should be
free to offer any qualifications they please from a recognised
awarding body. In addition, all students, regardless of the course
the are on, who are under 19 and do not have GCSE A*- C in
English and/or maths should be required as part of the
programme to take a course which either leads directly to these
qualifications, or which provide significant progress towards
GCSE entry and success.
Professor Wolf also recommended that schools and colleges
be encouraged to prioritise longer high quality internships or
placements for 16-19 year olds, reflecting the fact that almost no
young people move into full-time employment at 16.
The Government response, published in May 2011, accepted
these recommendations in full. This consultation paper sets our
proposals to ensure that all 16-19 year olds study coherent, well
thought out programmes which offer them breadth and depth
and do not limit their options for future study or work. This new
approach, planned to be introduced at the same time as a new
funding formula in 2013, will give providers substantially more
freedom in designing full time course provision for students
between the age of 16 and 19.
The proposals could impact on the structure, timetable and
staffing of schools’ sixth forms. What are you being asked to
consider?
16-19 Study programme principles:
The broad principles of what a good programme looks like
for a 16 and 17 year old in full time vocational study are
described below. In summary, programmes should include: at
least one qualification of substantial size and challenge; non-
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qualifications activity such as tutorial time; internships where
appropriate; and English and maths for all those who do not
have the GCSE at C or above. Within this framework colleges will
be free to tailor programmes to meet the needs of their students.
Some students, for example, will be ready to follow full level 3
qualifications, others may need to get a level 2 qualification
before they can progress to level 3, for others, the focus will be on
good internships or other forms of experience of the workplace
together with English and maths tuition.
Will the measures listed in the consultation document be
sufficient to ensure that the 16-19 study programmes principles
are followed?
Providers should offer their full-time students coherent
educational programmes which offer breadth, depth and good
progression opportunities. Programmes for students on full-time
vocational provision can include both qualification-driven and
non-qualification activity. Study programmes should not focus
solely on one occupational area: they should not narrow a young
person's options in terms of future learning or employment.
How will this programme of study need to be tailored for parttime students?
Programmes should be designed for individual students, but
in general we would expect them to include:
One qualification of substantial size, with rigorous assessment
and good progression opportunities. We will set out the
characteristics of high quality qualifications to guide providers
when considering which courses to offer. This is because it is
right for 16-19 year olds to specialise to a greater degree than is
the case for pupils under 16. We would expect a substantive
qualification to be included in virtually all programmes of study
for 16-19 year olds, although some low attaining students or
those young people with a mild/moderate learning difficulty or
disability may need to focus more on general literacy and
numeracy and/or internships or experience of work, at least
initially. Other students may need to do some further level 2
study before they can progress to a full level 3 qualification.

Consultations

How will the proposals affect different providers?
Professor Wolf 's report stressed the importance of all young
people studying English and maths, and particularly achieving
A*-C in GCSE English and maths. As part of the implementation
of Professor Wolf 's recommendations, in the short term we will
set out a clear expectation that English and maths must be part
of a study programme for those students who have not achieved
A*-C in GCSE in these subjects. It is important that providers
support as many of their students as possible to achieve at least a
C at GCSE as it is the GCSE that offers the best employment
prospects and opportunities for progression.
In addition, the Secretary of State has signalled his ambition
for the vast majority of 16-19 year olds to be studying maths
within 10 years.
In line with this ambition for all to be studying maths post-16 in
the next decade, we would be interested to know what you feel
could be done to encourage more young people who have
already achieved GCSE A*-C to study maths. What would this
provision look like?
Our aim is to ensure that gaining real experience of the

workplace is a possibility for all students. We agree with Professor
Wolf 's assertion that high quality internships or placements for
16-19 year olds are often the best way to experience the work
place for this age group. Genuine internships are often an
important part of a student's study programme while in
education and we need to consider how we can support schools
and colleges.
What can we do to simplify areas where colleges/employers
have particular concerns offering students opportunities in the
workplace, eg insurance, health and safety?
What more can we do to remove barriers to providing high
quality internships?

You can respond to this
consultation by going to
www.education.gov.uk/consultations
Or you can contribute to the FASNA
response by sending your views to Barry
Featherstone at barryfab@gmail.com.
Let your opinion be heard and respond.

Making waves
Marine Academy Plymouth is using its greatest
natural resource, the sea, to teach and inspire

W

hile the good ship Britain has battled to overcome a
tidal wave of economic crises, record job losses and
uncertainty about the future, the new Marine
Academy Plymouth has been quietly navigating its way through
the year and is sailing into 2012 buoyed up with success.
The state-funded specialist secondary school is the UK’s first
Marine Academy - sponsored by Plymouth University, Cornwall
College and Plymouth City Council.
It opened its doors in September 2010, replacing Tamarside
Community College, which was in the National Challenge
programme for schools with low exam results. Just 15 percent of
pupils went on to university and the majority of those staying on
after age 16 were not doing the kinds of high-level courses they
needed to take a degree.
Pupils had low aspirations often having seen their families
endure generation after generation without jobs - with the
decline of the nearby dockyard adding to the problem.
Helen Mathieson, the new principal of Marine Academy, was
chosen for her track record in tackling the problem of children

not going on to education, training or employment. Passionate
about giving pupils hope, her close ties with Plymouth University
are helping to open youngsters’ eyes to many possibilities, even
going to university.
"There is a real danger for coastal, rural communities of being
left without aspiration, of a sense of hopelessness, a sense of
being always left behind, of being too remote," explained Mrs
Mathieson.
When they start at Marine Academy, surveys show that some
students have not even visited Plymouth Hoe two miles away,
where Sir Francis Drake played bowls while the Spanish Armada
approached. The attitude is that such places are for other people,
tourists for example, and are not relevant to their communities.
Mrs Mathieson, who was Head at Treviglas in Newquay, north
Cornwall, sees the same sort of thinking towards jobs in St
Budeaux. “Youngsters are unable to imagine being in long-term
work because that is not their general experience and there is a
danger that they can conclude that ‘success’, as defined in those
terms, is not for them.
Spring 2012 | Academy magazine
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Using the environment

Pupils had low aspirations when the academy
opened in 2010
But she is determined to change that view. With the academy's
central ethos being to use its greatest natural resource, the sea, to
teach and inspire, she deliberately chose round-the-world
yachtsman Sir Robin Knox-Johnston to officially open the
academy last year.
And every day the academy uses the sea to get pupils out of
the classroom and on to boats, where they learn about everything
from literacy to numeracy, physics to history – while they are
developing and learning about leadership skills, teamwork, selfconfidence and reliance.
Local businesses are also involved, offering work experience
and visiting the academy to inspire youngsters. Teachers want to
show pupils the range of jobs available on their doorstep by
working with a steady stream of visiting artists, sailors, chefs,
linguists and scientists.
"The days when children had a guaranteed journey from
school to university to a job, have gone," Mrs Mathieson said.
"Now they need experience of learning in all its forms and
acquiring the transferable skills that will equip them for a future
that holds perhaps four or five career pathways over a working
lifetime of perhaps 50 years There's no point in preparing
children for jobs which don't exist, we need to prepare them for a
future of jobs that haven’t been identified yet, using technologies
that are yet to be invented."
The National Marine Aquarium is a key partner in the task to
inspire youngsters. Pupils and experts flow between school and
the attraction.
Paul Cox, head of learning at the aquarium, said children who
did not do well in traditional classrooms often thrive with the
help of the aquarium.
"Sometimes you get kids who are maybe not very attentive in
class but go fishing with their dads. So they've got a whole lot of
knowledge and they go from being the one in class who doesn't
say very much to having a lot of information to share. Often
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something very exciting happens.
"Part of what we and the Marine Academy are trying to do is
raise aspiration by making learning relevant. We're building on
what we have on our doorstep.
"Using the sea is a fantastic way of getting children to see they
are global citizens. It is also a fantastic resource to use creatively,
for example, making videos," he said.
"Sometimes teachers can shy away from it because they feel
more comfortable using land-based environments. But we find
children are really inspired by the marine world and its
inhabitants. There are world authorities on the subject here in
Plymouth and it's fantastic that all the children at Marine
Academy have access to them."
The academy’s timetable means longer lessons giving more
opportunity to take classes out and about on a regular and
frequent basis; in the older year groups, whole days each week are
timetabled for off-site learning where students interact with
other adults who work in that environment and they come to
understand the responsibility, the team work and the challenge
intrinsic to the variety of work activities they experience as part
of their courses. And there are regular celebration ceremonies
boosting pupils’ confidence.
Marine Academy pupils wear a smart new blazer - given to
them free to get them to look, and feel, ready for work - and they
‘graduate’ from phase to phase.
Every year, on average, almost one in ten Tamarside pupils left
school and became a NEET (not in education, employment or
training) statistic. Most were teenage mothers. In 2009, just 23
percent achieved five good GCSE grades, including English and
maths.
"Children should be part of Plymouth's success and growth,"
said assistant vice principal, Di Henderson. "We want them to see
the links with Europe, to give them the ability to work in industry
and to make education relevant for them."
It is not only children and their families who are learning.
Teachers receive constant professional development and work
closely with academics from Plymouth University's faculty of
education. They are all involved in the Masters degree
programme and in active research, focusing on pedagogy and
strategies for consistently driving up the standards of teaching
and learning. They are being trained to track and monitor pupils,
and to spot those who are coasting or who need extra help.
"The personalised timetable gives us the flexibility to step in,
for example, if a child is ill or having to cope with upheaval at
home," said senior vice principal, Nick Ward. "We want to be able
open up opportunities for teachers to be flexible and versatile in
their delivery and particularly in their ability to plan and structure
engaging and challenging learning in the 100-minute sessions.
"We think these will deepen the learning experience and
improve children's resilience. They will give them transferable
skills which will help them for the rest of their lives, allowing
them to access this changing world."

Using the environment

Another key goal is to include the whole neighbourhood. So,
young mothers and their children benefit from the Shining Stars
nursery and pensioners dine at the school's lunch club.
Mrs Mathieson wants the academy to be a "hub-on-the-hill", a
place that will "make a difference" and that exploits its
geographical position rather than being a victim of it.
“Plymouth evolved as a city because of the sea, and its future
prosperity depends on it and this is why the very first ‘marine’
academy has been opened here.
“Science, technology, art and sport are all integral to Plymouth,
and they are to Marine Academy Plymouth. All academies have
Specialist School Status and have a specialism in at least one area;
Marine Academy Plymouth’s unique specialism is the marine
environment and encompasses science and engineering both of
which are also specialisms of our lead sponsor, Plymouth
University; our focus is on the employment pathways which are
integral to a marine environment such as are to be found here in
Plymouth, in the wider south west and globally.
“The marine theme is not just about marine science. All the
careers that we currently pursue from a land-based concept can
feasibly be accessed in association with the sea and marine:
careers in areas such as engineering, tourism, medicine, catering,
building and agriculture can all be associated with the sea – and
much of it concerns new knowledge.
“Marine Academy Plymouth’s focus is to help to prepare and
develop the students’ career opportunities – for today’s

traditional jobs and for those that we don’t yet know about.”
Mrs Mathieson is ambitious for her students.
“We want our students to aspire to fulfil skilled, technical and
specialist careers where their knowledge and creativity is rewarded
appropriately. The demands of the 21st century require our
students to be alert to the emerging technologies and new
possibilities that will be created; they will need the skills to be able
to swiftly adapt to change. We will produce students who are self
aware, independently minded and confident citizens of the future.”
The academy, she says, is dedicated to creating a sustainable
learning environment, full of opportunities for all.
Specifically, she is aiming to significantly increase the number
of students leaving with five or more high grade GCSEs (including
English and maths) within three academic years of its opening.
“By working together with local strategic partners, Marine
Academy Plymouth has created a learning strategy that will halve
the number of young people from our community not in
education employment or training (NEETs) by 2012,” she says.
“Marine Academy Plymouth is working with Plymouth
University and other partners to position the academy as a place
of innovation and development, embracing sustainable
achievement coupled with work placements, apprenticeships and
higher education that will improve personal futures and
Plymouth's prosperity.”

Pupils get out on to boats to learn about everything from literacy to numeracy, physics to history
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Leading Governance
The responsibilities of academy governance
are significant, says Emma Knights of the
National Governors’ Association

Q

uite rightly the issue of school governance is under the
spotlight now more than it has been for some years.
Lord Hill, Under-secretary of State for schools describes
the governing body as ’the most important decision-making
group in any school’. You don’t need me to tell you that
increasing school autonomy and decreasing central government
prescription leaves more strategic decisions to be made at school
level. Significant numbers of you may well have recently
reviewed – or be in the process of reviewing your school’s
governance structures – as part of your conversion to an
academy. The framework of accountability set up for academies
increases both the importance of robust governance and the risk
of getting it wrong. It is not a risk an academy can afford to take.
However, do not fear. Although the bad news is the potential
repercussions of poor governance in academies are more serious,
the good news is we know the recipe for outstanding governance.
There is lots of guidance and practice available to draw on, from
a range of sectors: charities with Trustee boards; directors of
companies limited by guarantee and of course from schools’
governing bodies. There are two main elements to ensuring good
governance, first understand the legal framework you are
working within and then how to make the business of governing
effective.

Legal framework
Academy Trusts, all charitable companies limited by
guarantee, have two layers of governance; the members of the
Trust, who operate at a strategic level, and the governing body
who have the responsibilities delegated to them by the Academy
Trust. The constitution of an academy is set out in its Articles of
Association agreed with the Secretary of State. It is important
that both members and governors are familiar with these
Articles, as they will detail the arrangements particular to that
Trust, and there are many variations of models. The National
Governors’ Association (NGA) represents and advises school
governors from both maintained schools and academies, and we
are concerned by the number of academy governors who are not
familiar with their Articles of Association. During the conversion
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process the governors must consider what governance model
suits their school; what structure will best serve the needs of the
children and young people. Governors of an academy are also
directors and charitable trustees and therefore need to
understand and comply with obligations under company and
charitable law.
The Academy Trust is formed by the principal sponsor or the
individual signatories of the Memorandum of the company,
when it is first created. There must be at least three members of
the Trust, but there may be more, and NGA advises that good
governance is best served by having more than three members of
the Trust. Overseeing the achievement of the objectives of the
company, the functions of the members of the Academy Trust in
the model articles include:
• Signing off the company’s financial accounts and annual
report, and reporting to AGMs.
• Appointing each other (check model articles).
• Appointing some of the governors and, ultimately, removing
the governors/directors.
• Power to amend the Articles of the company.
It is not a healthy state of affairs to have such important
powers residing with just three people, and we know of cases
where members have disappeared, leaving one person – often the
chair of the governing body – with a huge amount of
responsibility and pressure. You may want to consider giving the
governing body the power to appoint additional members.
The members of the Trust enters the Funding Agreement
with the Secretary of State and is thus legally responsible to the
Secretary of State for the standards and the conduct of the
academy. However, in most academies, the governing body in
practice exercises the powers and carry out the duties of the
Trust. Overall, members usually have much more limited
involvement in the governance of the company than the
governors, who are often also company directors. The liability of
directors of the company is limited, as with any company
limited by guarantee, by the amount of the guarantee
undertaken by the member (this is set at £10 in the model
Articles of Association).

Governance

The role of the governing body
In academies, directors or trustees are often referred to as
governors. Most governance decisions are made collectively
through the board of directors or Trustees, typically referred to as
the governing body and its composition will be laid out in the
Articles of Association.
The governing body manages the academy on behalf of the
Academy Trust and the key responsibilities are to:
• Ensure the quality of educational provision.
• Challenge and monitor the performance of the school.
• Manage the Academy Trust’s finances and property.
• Manage the principal.
• Exercise reasonable skill and care in carrying out their duties.
• Ensure that the Academy Trust complies with charity and
company law.
• Operate the academy in accordance with the Funding
Agreement that has been signed with the Secretary of State.
Multi-academy trusts will have a variation on this structure
for example where a number of academies that are all part of a
single charitable company with one board of directors and with a
local governing body or advisory body operating at a local level
for each academy.

The business of governing
There are some additional responsibilities for governors in
academies who are also directors and trustees, but otherwise the
actual business of governing well in academies and maintained
schools is remarkably similar, much more similar than many
commentators and indeed education professionals without
experiences of the charitable trust sector realise.
The research reports on governance published in the last few
years all corroborate all the experience of NGA and our
members. The personal attributes of the governors concerned –
their interest, commitment, knowledge and skills – are far more
important to effective governance than the composition or size
of the governing body. NGA encourages all governing bodies,
whatever their compositions, to undertake a skills audit and
recruit to fill any identified gaps, and we have a model audit you
might like to adapt if your governing body has not undertaken
one before: see www.nga.org.uk. If you do identify a skills gap
which the governing body needs to have filled, the School
Governors One Stop Shop can help with recruitment, holding a
database of willing and able volunteers: see www.sgoss.org.uk
There are seven key elements that transform the team of
diverse people with a range of skills and experience into a highly
effective governing body:
• Governors having a clear understanding of their role and
responsibilities;
• A good chair of governors;
• A good clerk;
• A productive working relationship with the Head, based on

mutual trust and respect;
• Governors knowing the school and being able to interrogate
relevant data well;
• Commitment to challenge effectively;
• Confidence to make courageous decisions in the interests of
the children and young people.
Good induction training for governors, including staff
governors, is critical. This needs to combine getting to know the
school with information on the role and the expectations. There
are training opportunities available, both face-to-face and elearning, and for starters, there is NGA’s guide, Welcome to
Governance. There needs to be a budget for governor
development; all too often we hear from our members that they
cannot afford to invest in their own development. Training and
support for governors is a tiny call on a school’s budget, but an
investment which it would be foolish to withhold.
NGA, ASCL and NAHT published What governing bodies
should expect from school leaders and what school leaders should
expect from governing bodies. This is a short but vital resource
which helps to define the respective roles, emphasising both the
need for governors to remain strategic and the need for the
Principal to understand the governing body holds him/her to
account for the academy’s performance. We have many examples
of where either party knows the theory, but has not understood
how the distinction between ‘strategic’ and ‘operational’ can best
be translated into practice. One proxy – though a little crude –
which may help as an indicator is time; if a governor, even a chair
of governors, is spending more than 20 days a year, averaging
about half a day a week during term-time on school business,
unless there is a crisis or a senior leader recruitment, the chances
are s/he has strayed from the strategic into the operational, and
this may warrant further exploration and discussion.
An effective chair can make all the difference to the culture
and practice of the governing body, for example by keeping its
business focussed clearly on school improvement and its
development priorities. In doing this, the support of a
professional clerk is essential; is your clerk trained and
accredited, with a good understanding of both the law and good
practice? Governing bodies have a big range of compliance duties
and an important financial monitoring role, but in practice in
meetings of the governing body minor compliance issues often
squeeze out the critical work on strategic direction and selfevaluation. Governing bodies needs to be concentrating on the
offer – both the curriculum and extracurricular - to the children
and young people. Does it allow them to fulfil their potential,
and if not, what needs to happen to ensure they do?
The chair is a school leadership role which until now has been
overlooked, but we very much welcome the fact that the National
College’s remit has this year been extended to cover chairs of
governing bodies and we are working with them to develop
resources for chairs: the first of which, Leading governance, is
available from www.nationalcollege.org.uk.
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One of the chair’s roles is to ensure succession on the governing
body, but particularly of the chair itself. NGA suggests that no one
should serve as chair at the same school for more than six years,
and instead the chair should couple delegation with support and
active encouragement of other governors, particularly the vicechair and chairs of committees, to come forward.
A healthy and trusting – but not cosy – relationship between
the Head and the chair is vital to ensuring a successful school.
This relationship will then form the backdrop for a professional
relationship between the Head and the whole governing body.
NGA has developed a model code of practice for governing
bodies and we encourage all schools to adopt one: see nga.org.uk
The governing body’s duty is to challenge as well as support;
and research shows that while governing bodies tend to be very
supportive of their schools, not all governing bodies do challenge
in a robust and constructive fashion. The chair should play a vital
role in making this happen by modelling this behaviour,
ensuring governors know the school and have access to the
relevant data, the skills to interpret the data and expert advice
when necessary. NGA has just published its first two briefings
notes in a series called Knowing your school which explains how
to use RAISEonline.
Good governance is not an optional extra; it never has been,
but in these times of increasing autonomy and austerity, it is
critical to get this right to ensure your academy moves onto the
next stage of its development in a sustainable manner which is
true to its ethos and provides the best education for its students.

Is your governing body as effective
as it needs to be?
• Does it have all the necessary skills around the table?
carry out a skills audit and recruit to the gaps
• How is your governing body development budget
spent?
• Has it adopted a code of practice?
• Has the Chair spent more than six years at the helm?
Is there a succession plan?
• Does it challenge well?
• Is its business focussed on school improvement?
• Share good practice; see Ofsted’s School governance:
Learning from the best and NGA’s Outstanding
Governing Bodies.
• Carry out an impact assessment: see for example,
GovernorMark or Governor Self-evaluation Tracker
Join National Governors’ Association: for £250 a year a
governing body will receive a range of information
resources as well as access to legal advice: see
www.nga.org.uk
The National Governors’ Association aims to be the
voice of school governors from both maintained schools
and academies in England and to improve the effectiveness
of governing bodies by providing information and advice.

The NGA Conference: supporting and promoting good governance
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Effective governance within a
framework of autonomy with
accountability
Joan Binder asks questions of your governing body

E

ffective governance is increasingly
in the spotlight. Two main features
of the educational landscape are
focusing attention on the working of the
governing body. Firstly there is the
Government’s drive to enable schools to
become more independent as academies
or free schools and for schools to seek
partnerships to support other schools in a
variety of ways. Secondly there is the
changing role of local authorities from
provider to strategic commissioner and
their rapidly decreasing capacity to
support schools. The role of the
governing body in school improvement
and the requirement for greater
transparent accountability will be subject
to greater scrutiny.
Sponsored academies often undertake
a radical reconstitution of the governing
body with new clerking and reporting
arrangements alongside the conversion
process. Converter academies, being
successful schools, rarely undertake such a
major review.
This article looks briefly at what
questions a converter academy governing
body might consider to ensure that ‘good
governance and accountability’ are at the
forefront of the work of the governors.
The role of the chair of governors is
crucial in leading the work of the
governing body and developing a good
understanding of ‘Autonomy with
Accountability’.
1. How does the GB participate in
determining the strategic direction of the
school?

What are the key characteristics of the
school, short and medium term
priorities? How is the impact of these
evaluated and reported to the governing
body? Are the school’s values reflected in
the development plans?
2. How does the GB impact on
improvement in pupil outcomes?
Are meetings focused on
understanding data, following the
progress of ‘vulnerable groups’ of pupils,
asking challenging questions, discussing
and supporting strategies for
improvement? Monitoring the impact?
Does pupil behaviour support effective
learning? Is the curriculum serving the
needs of pupils?
3. How does the GB demonstrate
accountability?
Do governors have a good awareness
of what this means in aspects of
governance? ie Working as an effective
component of the leadership of the
school; establishing good relationships
and communication with senior leaders,
parents, community and other agencies;
ensuring an effective committee system to
distribute the work of the governing body
effectively.
Are the statutory responsibilities
undertaken effectively? (Statutory
committees for admissions, appeals etc
established, financial responsibilities
understood and undertaken, safeguarding
practices in order)
Is there a sound financial strategy with
robust procurement systems and value for
money assessment? Is there an asset

management strategy? Are meetings well
managed with good clerking
arrangements?
4. How does the GB consider the
impact of HR matters?
Is the professional development of staff
linked to school priorities? Are staffing
structures and professional development
effective in raising standards? Is there an
effective and robust process for the
performance management of the
Headteacher? Do governors recognise
their responsibility for the appointment
of a new Headteacher?
This is, of necessity, a very brief
overview highlighting some key questions
for governing bodies to consider and
perhaps use to identify areas for their own
professional development.
Elsewhere in this magazine you will
find information about the professional
development FASNA offers to governors
and all school leaders which focuses on
the effective undertaking of
responsibilities within a more
autonomous framework.

Joan Binder is vice chair
of FASNA and chair of
governors of The Plume
School in Essex, a large
11-18 performing arts
comprehensive school
which has been selfgoverning since the
early 1990s.
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The role of the academy clerk

S

cholarly readers will recall how the host in Chaucer’s
Canterbury Tales describes the clerk: he “sits as coyly as a
new-married bride”. Most clerks to governing bodies have
tended to sit quietly and coyly in meetings, I guess. No longer,
perhaps, in the brave new world of academies.
In the Articles of Association of both Type 1 and Type 2
academies, you will find no mention of the word “clerk”. Of the
150 or so clauses, one only refers to “Secretary to the Governors”.
In practice, of course, despite the fact that converting academies
need to refer to themselves as “companies limited by guarantee”,
and they need to become used to lawyers and accountants
stalking their corridors like Hamlet’s ghost, they should remind
themselves that they remain schools, interested solely in
improving the lot of the young people in their care.
Although governors have to register as directors with
Companies House, they remain governors, carrying out their role
as “critical friend” just as they always did. And governing bodies
need clerks just as they always did! This does not mean that the role
of clerk has not changed, however.

Type 1 clerks
The clerk/secretary will probably need to continue carrying out
the following tasks: compilation of agendas, minute taking (of
course), dealing with correspondence, dealing with papers,
arranging training for governors, checking the constitution of
governing bodies. She/he will also be prompting the chair about
reviewing pecuniary interests of governors, terms of reference of
committees, powers of delegation to committees and to the head
teacher. In many schools, the role of a “tasky” clerk as described
above has developed into something of a clerk/consultant who may,
in addition to the above, be asked to scan the educational horizon
for the chair and even the Head, to keep up with changes in the law
and advice about governance and he/she may even be associated
with development planning for the school, self-evaluation, Ofsted
preparation and performance management of staff.
The academy clerk/secretary, to my mind, must be far more
than a minute secretary. The message to governors who might be
daunted by the new responsibilities of the academy governor is:
“You already had those responsibilities when you were a school
governor.” The same message is true for the clerk. The good school
clerk already carries out the tasks mentioned above.

Type 2 clerks
So there is more. Governing bodies who have decided to pass the
crucial resolution to proceed with academy conversion enter, for a
short time, an interesting and rather confusing period when they
have to undertake various procedures to move from school to
academy. This is not the place to describe these procedures but it is
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likely that the clerk will be busy attending
meetings of the retiring governing body,
recording the necessary resolutions and helping
colleagues through setting up of a shadow
academy trust, a company limited by guarantee, so that upon the
date of incorporation, the new board of governors/directors of the
academy can assume its new role smoothly.

Freedom?
By this stage, someone, and it may well be the clerk, should be
familiar with the new bible: the Articles of Association referred to
above. That lengthy tome The Governor’s Guide to the Law, which
was the textbook for clerks of maintained schools can now be
consigned to the archives, to be replaced by the Articles of
Association of Someplace Academy, A Company Limited by
Guarantee. Put simply, the Articles give much greater freedom to
governors about how they might wish to conduct their business.
To illustrate this, let me quote from the Articles of one of my
academies: para 105: “Meetings of Governors” – “subject to these
articles, the Governors may regulate their proceedings as they see
fit” and para 101: “Committees” – “The membership of any
committee…may include persons who are not governors…and
governors may determine that some or all of the members who
are not governors shall be entitled to vote.” The Articles of
Association, with which the clerk should be familiar, define the
nature of academies and this government’s determination to free
schools from regulation so that they can flourish and prosper.

Freedom? Not so fast!
But for those of you who believe in school autonomy, it may
not be all good news, for other documents for the clerk to study
tell a rather different story, for in these, regulation returns! These
are the “Funding Agreement” and the YPLA (soon to be retitled
EFA – Education Funding Agency) Financial Handbook. The
Funding Agreement sets out the details of the legal agreement
between the Secretary of State and the academy and contains the
conditions, requirements and obligations of the academy’s
establishment and covers such issues as governance, curriculum,
development planning, admissions, etc. The Financial Handbook
sets out the specific financial requirements and processes which
must be followed.
In the next edition, I will describe some of my thoughts and
experiences after four terms of academy clerking, including some
tips on annual reports, returns and annual general meetings.

Geoff Taylor is a former deputy Head of a large
comprehensive school, director of GTA
Associates, clerk/consultant to two academies.

Church schools

An Anglican perspective
The growth of academies will test the church’s
rhetoric, argues David Rossdale, Bishop of Grimsby

D

uring 2011, the Church of England has been celebrating
200 years of church schools. Celebrating an involvement in
community education which was founded on a vision that
there should be a school in every parish to enable the children of the
poor to be given the ability to read and write, so that they might play
their part in the worship and life of the established church. Whilst
much has changed over the last two centuries, the consequence of
that vision continues to be lived out in England and Wales with
around one million children in church schools today.
Since 1944 the involvement of the Church of England in
community education has been based on a partnership between
Church and State. It has been an evolving partnership which has
enabled the church to serve its local community by offering
education in a distinctively Christian context, whilst ensuring that
church schools remain inclusive by accommodating the growth of
other faith communities and of those who profess no faith.
Yet, as we mark this anniversary, there is a paradigm shift in the
politics of education as the agenda moves from community
‘ownership’ of schools, towards the independence and accountability
which lie at the heart of the academy agenda. Many things, such as
the involvement of local authorities, have been subsumed into this
movement toward academies, including the concept of a partnership
between the Church and State. The Church of England’s
contribution to education has been quietly moved from being a
partner, to being a provider of education to be measured for
performance alongside other providers involved in leading and
developing academies.
How should the church respond? The temptation is to defend our
territory and look to our history as a justification for our continued
involvement in state-funded education. Yet such a response may see
us becoming spectators, rather than participants, in a new political
narrative for education.
To take full advantage of the opportunities created through this
political paradigm shift will require a change of mindset within the
church. Central to this mindset shift will be an understanding that
church schools should no longer be viewed by bishops, clergy and
parishes as extensions to the process of being ‘church’ and a
recognition that we are a significant provider of education,
committed to releasing the potential of young people - a potential
which we distinctively believe is both spiritual and academic. In the
new paradigm, such a commitment comes with responsibility and
accountability for high standards of attainment, to which we add
responsibility and accountability for nurturing the spirituality of

young people within the narrative of a faith community, thus offering
them a coherent moral compass for their future.
Achieving such a mindset shift within the church will require a
fundamental re-engagement with our theology for mission. Too
frequently mission in the church appears to be understood solely in
terms of evangelism and numerical growth, yet there is a dimension
to mission which is about transformation and service. In being a
provider of education, the church places itself at the heart of the
transformation which is achieved when the potential of a child is
released and service comes through nurturing young people within
the Christian values of truth, justice, respect, generosity and
forgiveness – which should be the overt hallmarks of a church school
or academy.
In the new paradigm for education there is no place for providers
who cannot perform. This is a reality which will challenge those who
view becoming a foundation governor as just another ‘job to be done’
for the church. This is where theory bumps into reality. The church
is not a corporate institution run by officers and executives, it is a
coming together of ordinary people who are responding to and
exploring the possibilities of the God.
Staying involved in education is not about what bishops or church
synods may decide, but depends ultimately on the active engagement
of Christians in their local schools or academies, as an expression of
ministry and service through governance and teaching.
The academy agenda, with its emphasis on responsibility and
accountability, will test the church’s rhetoric about serving the
community. Yet across the country it is becoming increasingly
apparent that local churches are rising to the challenge and are
providing the quality of governance which will enable the Church of
England to remain the largest provider of academies.
Many in the church are hesitant about our schools converting to
academy status - for some very sound reasons about capacity. Yet the
Church of England, through its dioceses, must make sure that we are
on the right side of this paradigm shift, so that we can enhance and
enrich this new territory for responsibility and accountability in
education.

David Rossdale is vice-chair of the National
Society and represents the Society on the
Church of England’s Board of Education. He
is chair of the trustees/governors of the St
Lawrence Academy in Scunthorpe.
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Faster, higher, stronger
James Ross, sports coach at St. Breock primary
in Cornwall, explains how his school has been
inspired by the Olympic Games in London

I

t was around May 2010 when the
Headteacher first formed a team to
look into ways St. Breock could get
involved in an event that for some was
going to be a once in a lifetime experience.
It was really exciting to get the team
together and fired up. So when a letter
came in September 2010 about the Get Set
Network, it made sense to sign up straight
away. We were the second school in
Cornwall to become members and looked
forward eagerly to what was involved. Our
toe in the water quickly became a huge
plunge as we were swept along with the
ideas generated by the children to design a
local mascot for the games based on the
already famous Wenlock and Mandeville
and almost instantly our Year 5 pupils had
pulled in the enthusiasm and expertise of
our artist in residence Tracy Hunter and
independent film maker Mike Swindall.
Despite the fact the whole school was

St Breock pupils pose with Olympic
mascot Mandeville
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getting ready for the Christmas activities it
was hive of creativity in Year 5 as alongside
the angels and shepherds emerged two
very original mascots for our county.
Working with Surf into Action (a charity
designed to assist paraplegic men and
women from our Armed Forces)
Mandeville took shape and our local
sports heroes helped inspire our very own
Wenlock. Our designs were submitted to
the Olympic committee at LOCOG and
we waited patiently, even more patiently
than we usually wait for Father Christmas.
In January the wait was over and we were
called to London for finalists’ day and
what a day it was!
Bearing in mind that nothing inspires
the Cornish more than Trelawny and his
band of 20,000 men, who marched on
London, to Blackheath, just across the
river from the Olympic Village, it was
fitting that a modern Trelawny’s small
army should march once again to the
Thames. The arduous task of getting a
small team of pupils and accompanying
staff all the way from North Cornwall to
Plymouth in the early hours before dawn
for a four-hour train journey was well
rewarded with the stunning sight of the
Olympic stadium itself. The prospect of
being able to network and build special
friendships with school all over Great
Britain was a challenge and prospect we
really wanted. We were rewarded at the
end of a very exciting day with the
announcement that we were the South
West regional winners. The judges had a
really difficult choice as the standard was
high but not as high as the excitement and
energy from all schools and all organisers.
The children took the 22-hour day in their

stride and sang all the way home on the
train whilst the adults wrote plans for the
immediate future and beyond.
To help commemorate our success, we
held a special red carpet event at the end
of January and invited a wide range of
community members who felt inspired
enough to sign up as ‘travelling
companions’ on our Road to London
2012.
By summer the enthusiasm continued
to spread as our Year 2 children had
entered the ‘design a meal for an athlete’
competition and had been shortlisted as a
finalist. This fantastic challenge had
included researching what makes a healthy
balanced meal, cookery demonstrations
from one of Rick Stein’s chefs – Stephan
Delourme – and a chance to look forward
to our final meal design appearing on the
menu at Stein’s Seafood Restaurant in
Padstow and forming a special link with a
high profile business and celebrity chef.
Attending a second set of national finals
within months was a mighty achievement
almost matched by representing the
school and travelling to London when you
are only six. Having to cook in front of
judges was an awe inspiring challenge and
a day they will never forget. Once again,
for St. Breock a chance to be part of the
greater whole and meet with friends from
all over the country.
In August 2011, after long discussions
and much head scratching, we converted
to academy status; another exciting step
which had the potential to help us on our
Road to London 2012. As an academy we
are privileged to have new rights and
freedoms but with these come
responsibilities. Not only do we seek to
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improve chances for our children but for
all children we can reach. We have a
commitment to support colleagues in
their search for the very best educational
standards and opportunities for their
children too. But sharing learning and
resources is never a one way exchange as
we acknowledge. There is much we can
learn from other colleagues to enhance
our practice, strengthen our links and so
provide more and better things for
children.
We developed our ‘Road to 2012’ pack
as a starting point for schools to outline
what could be achieved whilst meeting
the requirements of the national
curriculum. We are wholeheartedly
committed to, and passionate about, this
road and the freedom we have as an
academy allows us to be even more
creative, take ‘risks’ and seek the things
that really motivate and inspire our
pupils. Academy status also provided
more freedom in financial terms and has
enabled us this year to appoint a teacher
for outdoor learning for three days per
week. This has brought increased breadth
to our Road to London as we have linked
with initiatives such as ‘The Pod’ and
‘World in Motion’.
Academy freedom has really allowed
our creative curriculum to live and
breathe. For us, London 2012 will be the
standard we aspire to in all our future
work with children.
We feel London 2012 is not just about
sport, it’s about the Olympic values; it’s

about self belief and self
motivation, which can
inspire people to do all
kinds of things and is so
important throughout life
across all areas of the
curriculum. In ancient
times art and poetry used
to be part of the
competition, so in a way, a
cross-curricular approach
is going back to the
original aims. Our children
have created artwork,
they’ve written newspaper
reports about Olympic achievements,
they’ve studied the science of healthy
eating and have realised their own
potential in choosing sport as a career and
there’s much more to come. For most of
us, this will be a once in a lifetime event –
it seems crazy not to make the absolute
most of it and also engage the parents and
wider community into this unique
opportunity.
We were recently made an ‘advocate
school’ for London 2012 – being asked to
spread the Olympic and Paralympics
values, inspiring and embracing as many
school, pupils, staff, families and
communities as we can to become
involved in the games. From this we
produced a project to touch all Cornish
schools. Our Year 6 pupils have designed
and handmade ‘The Cornwall Primary
Schools’ Flame’.
On 14th October our Olympic
ambassadors (pupils from across the year
groups, with a special interest in or
enthusiasm for the Games) travelled to the
school in the extreme north of Cornwall,
St Mark’s Morwenstow, where they
handed the flame to them. From there it
was planned to be passed to every primary
school in Cornwall but after getting the
unconditional support of Budehaven
Secondary School, the project has
developed and the flame which will visit
every primary, secondary and special
school in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.
We are asking each school to email us
photographs and information about their

Olympic plans as the flame travels. By the
end of the school year it should have
visited over 270 schools.
We have offered a flame to schools in
Plymouth, Torbay, Norfolk and look
forward to getting them on board too.
This will help fulfil our desire to make the
Olympic awareness truly ‘Olympics for
One and All’. The Cornish motto is ‘One
and All’ - Onen Hag Oll.
With our academy freedom our
creative curriculum has developed rapidly
to meet the needs and aspirations of the
children. Class teachers have said that this
freedom has been an absolute gift of an
opportunity. Using London 2012 as a
platform for learning has put that learning
in a in a real context.
The extra organisation of the
classroom, the role models and guest
speakers was minimal compared to the
new learning and new skills the children
are acquiring. The children are really
accepting the challenge of competition
and fair play, thoroughly enjoying taking
part. It was fitting that our Year 6 children
began the ‘Get Set’ educational
programme for the London 2012
Olympics as they are ‘Cohort 2012’.
Interest in the Olympics has grown like a
contagion throughout the school and has
changed (for the better) the way we have
structured our curriculum planning
integrating the Olympic values - our
desire is to promote these and make every
day a day in which we are all ‘Living the
Values’.
Denise Gladwell is Headteacher at St
Breock:
“Thanks to our involvement with the
Olympics, I’m fortunate to be part of a
very inspired group of adults, and this has
naturally had a major influence on the
children. Now we’ve taken it a step beyond
our immediate environment, and I’ve
been overwhelmed by the support from
colleague Headteachers across the county.
It’s been beyond my wildest dreams and
has brought so many things together.
There’s a buzz here, and throughout
Cornwall. It’s our Games, it’s there for
everyone, and it’s a real reason to celebrate!”
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Values-focused vision
Headteacher Derek Peaple describes how the
Olympic and Paralympic Values helped to shape the
vision for academy conversion and how, following
conversion, they have also provided a framework for
curriculum innovation and staff development

H

ow do we express our vision for
change and further
improvement as a newly
converted academy? What framework can
we use to communicate the links between
what has already made us successful as a
school and our future aspirations as an
academy? How will we plan to deliver
these new opportunities for students and
staff and ensure that all feel fully engaged
in the process of change and
development?
At Park House School and Sports
College the answer to these three key
questions about the transition to academy
status lay in our commitment to the
Olympic and Paralympic Values. The
values of excellence, inspiration, courage,
determination, friendship, respect and
equality expressed through the official
London 2012 education programme, Get
Set. An already successful and wellestablished Specialist Sports College, we
had been a founder member of the Get
Set Network back in 2009 and were
already using these as elements of our
approach to thematic cross-curricular
learning, personal development, praise
and reward, student leadership and voice
and international partnership-working.
Excellence, inspiration, courage,
determination, friendship, respect and
equality: these values therefore offered a
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natural and developmental framework
around which to demonstrate
continuities with previous achievements
whilst powerfully expressing our
ambitious vision for change as a newly
converted academy, and plan for specific
projects and activities which would
further enhance learning and support
whole school improvement.

Communicating the vision
Our first step was to publish a clear
statement to stakeholders ‘in terms of the
school’s values – values which will shape
all that we set out to achieve as a leading
new academy for the whole community’.
That statement was then developed to
explain how, in relation to each of the
values, we were aiming to provide
particular projects, activities and
programmes that would extend existing
practice in new and innovative ways. In
addition to the existing seven Olympic
and Paralympic Values, we also felt it
important to add one of our own –
freedom – as this seemed to encapsulate
our newly acquired autonomy and
flexibility to offer these new and
enhanced opportunities to our students,
staff and wider community. The
following extracts from the introductory
communication to our stakeholders show
how this relationship was explained:

Inspiration
Our new status and the curriculum
freedoms it brings will enable us to even
further develop what Ofsted described as
an ‘outstanding’ and ‘exemplary’
curriculum in order to inspire students to
achieve their very best. For example, we
will explore the opportunity to offer the
International Baccalaureate; we will
extend inspirational opportunities for
students from all year groups to work in
university settings; and we will expand
our already successful business leadership
and global learning programmes to
provide the experience required for a
career in professions such as medicine
and law.

Excellence
We will have the freedom, as an
academy, to use additional resources to
further promote the excellence of our
students and staff.
We will use the Sports College Young
Ambassador model to identify and
appoint outstanding student subject
ambassadors in each curriculum area and
year group.
In addition, we will make sure that our
outstanding teachers work together with
students as ‘Learning Coaches’ to promote
fantastic practice in the classroom

London 2012

Friendship and respect
Our students will have additional
opportunities to develop their knowledge
and leadership skills, by working with
primary school partners and universities
and linking, through international
learning programmes, with schools and
colleges in France, South Africa, India and
Mongolia

Park House pupils at the Inspiration Day, held at University College, Oxford

Courage and determination
Students will enjoy wider
opportunities for personal and social
development through individual
challenge programmes. For example:
• We will further extend our wide
range of extracurricular programmes
in culture, the arts and sport.
• Students will have enhanced
opportunities to take part in the
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme.
• We will encourage students in
community volunteering and
primary school support.
• We will extend the ‘Being the Best You
Can Be’ programme working with
Olympic and Paralympic role models
to encourage all students to become
role models themselves.

Equality
We can now ensure that all students –
and also families and members of our
wider community will have access to
healthy lifestyles activity through
extended use of our state-of-the-art
Wellness Centre; access to our new
floodlit 3G AstroTurf playing surfaces; an
extended range of inclusive and
vocational qualifications reflecting
individual skills, interests and aspirations.

Freedom
Academy status means that Park House
will have the freedom to choose the best
and most cost-effective professional
services available and that we will benefit
from additional government funding to
enhance facilities and resources for our
students, staff and community. And,
because freedom comes with
responsibility, our aim is to improve our
‘outstanding’ and ‘exemplary’ standards by
maintaining the school’s values.

Delivering the vision
This values framework subsequently

provided the basis for a critical whole staff
visioning and planning session, where
teaching and support staff worked together
to discuss and develop specific projects and
activities that could be ‘badged’ in relation to
one or more of the values. This highly
creative planning and development
opportunity yielded a wide range of
innovative ideas for projects and activities
which were then reviewed by SLT to produce
a consolidated programme of values-related
initiatives. The key programmes that have
already been established as a result of it are:
• Values days
• Learning coaches

Each area of innovation and activity developed since
our conversion can be directly traced back to the initial
Values framework and the compelling vision it provides
for future whole school improvement planning.
Spring 2012 | Academy magazine
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• Subject residencies
• Inspiration days
• Subject ambassadors
The first of our cross-curricular Values
Days was held in November 2011 around
the theme of ‘War and Remembrance’
and, drawing on the values of courage,
determination and respect, creatively
brought together learning in art, English,
drama, history and design technology to
commemorate Armistice Day. The next
day, planned, for the start of the Spring
term will focus on equality and use
Paralympic sports as a vehicle for
challenging views of disability.
The Learning Coach programme has
involved the establishment of a team of
ten ‘in-school ASTs’ to support Excellence
in teaching and learning through one-toone coaching and the provision of
targeted whole school INSET. The
learning coaches are themselves being
provided with a parallel programme of
CPD in relation to their coaching skills, so
that outstanding classroom practice is
also reflected an ability to work effectively
with.
A subject residency has initially been
established in dance and will subsequently
be rolled out into drama where
professional set and costume designers
and a make-up artist will work alongside
staff and students to deepen their
understanding of opportunities in the
theatre and performing arts industries.
An Inspiration Day for aspirant Year 9,
10 and 12 students was held earlier this
term at University College, Oxford and we
are working towards extending this to a
business supported and university hosted
International Learning Conference for
students from a number of our global
partners in the summer of 2012 as part of
an Olympic Legacy programme.
The Sports Ambassador model has
been initially extended to science, where
AS and A level students are mentoring
Year 10s, who are in turn supporting
science-based learning in our primary
partner schools in a programme draws
together excellence, friendship and
respect.
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A dancer in residence at
Park House School

Consolidating the vision
Each area of innovation and activity
developed since our conversion last May
can therefore be directly traced back to
the initial values framework and the
compelling vision it provides for future

whole school improvement planning. In
doing so, we have ensured that the vision
is being lived and consolidated on a dayto-day basis and will therefore continue to
shape and inspire further creativity.

Development

A natural partnership
Katherine Taylor reviews the IDPE’s
State Schools Workshop

I

n November 2011 the Institute of
Development Professionals in
Education held a workshop to focus
on development in the state sector.
Meeting in the studious atmosphere of
the original 1900s assembly hall of Dr
Challoner’s Grammar School, a diverse
group of women and men gathered to
discuss our roles and share experiences.
Whilst coming from many different
backgrounds (academies,
comprehensives, state boarding) we
shared the feeling that our roles were
rather unusual, avant-garde even, in the
state sector. Development has habitually
been the preserve of independent schools.
But our discussions highlighted its
importance in our sector, and how
academies are ideally placed to maximise
the opportunities development brings.

Relationship building
It became clear early in our discussions
that ‘development’ embraces many
responsibilities: marketing and
communications, fundraising, alumni
relations, community outreach, grant
applications, project management,
partnership programmes, co-ordinating
volunteers and PTA relations, even
managing the school shop. Underpinning
all of these functions is the significance of
building relations – arguably the key
element of our jobs.
It is through our networks and
partnerships that we make connections
for our school and raise its profile. This
relationship building incorporates major
groups: parents, alumni (current and
future), the local community, governors
and others with links to the school. And
we were united in stressing the

importance of a strong relationship with
our Principals and teaching colleagues,
with teamwork being key to achieving a
strong development programme.

What next?
So, ultimately, why do development
directors place importance on strong
relationships? What’s the point? Put simply,
fostering a positive relationship between
the school and our key groups enables us to
ask them for help, and this can take many
forms. Fundraising is of course a significant
plank of any development programme,
whether for an annual fund or capital
project, but some valuable donations are
non-financial. At Pimlico Academy, for
example, we place a high value on the
support we enjoy from businesses who
generously offer work experience
placements and alumni who help students
by mentoring or giving CV advice.
How do we ask for help? Here subtly is
required, supported by good tools and a
realistic strategy. Most development
offices use an effective database that can
process records for parents, alumni,
external partners etc and this can be
searched for affluent entries. We also rely
on the knowledge and contacts of our
senior leadership team and governors, and
on our own personal research. From here
we begin conversation and involvement
between the school and the key groups,
pitching our dialogue appropriately for
our audiences. In cultivating relationships
over time, we are then in a position to ask
for support.
Our supporters and donors give for
many different reasons. Parents may do so
because they want to see their children
enjoying the best opportunities at school,

alumni because they feel a strong
connection, businesses for corporate social
responsibility, and so on. The reasons may
be complex and good stewardship should
recognise this. And in the same way that
we will encourage our children to write
thank you letters after Christmas, it is
crucial that we thank our donors, often.
Involving our Principal in development
activity is part of this – donors naturally
want to be appreciated and endorsement
from the top is part of that.

The right culture
It struck me that the autonomous
spirit and drive that unites academies and
free schools creates the ideal environment
for development programmes. The
culture is independent – our academic
institutions are forward-looking and
relish the freedom to write their own
script. Fundraising, marketing, external
relations, outreach – all the activities of
the busy development office - function at
their best in an entrepreneurial, businesslike and flexible context. As such there is a
natural synergy between development
and academies.
Despite several hours of animated
conversation, dexterously facilitated by
Jenny Cornell of the IDPE, there
remained many topics still open for
review. We hope to meet again to
continue the discussions on development
in the state sector.

Katherine Taylor is
Partnerships and
Development Director at
Pimlico Academy,
London.
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Is there a future for
local authorities?
Headteacher David Lowe believes it might be
the time for schools to be given full autonomy

E

ducation should be taken out of
the hands of LAs and schools given
full autonomy for all aspects of
education with schools funded directly by
central government. The current funding
consultation raises some very important
questions.
There should be a minimum funding
guarantee for every child in the country
and every parent should be informed
regarding how much funding is given to
every child. Parents have a right to know
because education is paid for through the
taxes they pay. How many parents, for
instance, are aware that two local schools
within a few miles of each other receive
very significantly different levels of
funding for individual pupils. Why is one
child given more funding than another
and yet they may live next door to each
other but attend different schools?
Local authorities no longer have the
influence over education except through
acting as a banker in distributing funding
through its local formula agreed by a
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schools forum which consists of
representatives from different education
sectors. By allocating funds, what the
forums actually do is determine local
priorities. The last thing I want is the
forum to dictate the priorities for my
school. The Department for Education
should issue a budget for every school
based on pupil numbers. Schools would
then be in a position to purchase LA
services. This would ensure that LAs
offered good value for money in
competition with other providers.
Schools could also pool their resources to
purchase traded services and meet the
needs of pupils with special educational
needs.
The Schools Forum is not a good
example of working in the best interest of
schools as a whole. Representatives from
each sector will clearly and
understandably try to protect particular
sectors and perhaps look less favourably
on schools such as academies which have
opted out of LA control. There should be

a national formula for funding academies
based on pupil-led characteristics with
academies receiving their proportionate
share of the LA general funding grant.
What would be even better would be to
fund all schools directly. This would
remove expensive local bureaucracy and
the savings could be distributed to
schools.
Questions should also be asked about
the sustainability of maintaining small
schools when the logical solution would
be to amalgamate schools to ensure
efficiency and cost effectiveness.
Obviously, special consideration should
be given to small schools in rural areas
where there is no viable alternative
provision. Is the refusal to take hard
decisions more to do with politics because
no local councillor would wish to be party
to closing a school? No local politician
would wish to make themselves
unpopular with the electorate because it is
the voters who keep them in power. In the
meantime, funding is wasted on very

Local Authorities

small schools which are not viable.
Additional resources and funding are
given to these schools to maintain
acceptable staffing levels and a sufficiently
broad curriculum.
It is really no coincidence that some of
the top performing schools, based on five
or more A*-C, including English and
maths, are the schools which have
converted or are considering conversion
to academy status. I suspect one of the
reasons for this is to gain a greater degree
of equitable funding. I suppose questions
raised by this are why lower funded
schools are performing well and the better
funded schools are performing less well?
It could be suggested that additional
funding does not always equate to
improved performance. Of course there
are other factors to consider but these
questions should not be ignored.
Some smaller LAs have encouraged all
their schools to become academies and
then offered traded services such as
payroll, health and safety, and human
resources. This means that the LA needs
to be competitive otherwise schools will
buy support from private sources. Only
now are LAs being asked to adopt a
business approach because previously
they were less accountable and secure in

knowing schools would buy their services.
This change will surely result in greater
efficiency at local government level.
Education should not be in the hands
of politicians but in the hands of
professionals. Funding should be given
directly to schools to spend directly on
children. The current filtering system does
not work and some LAs retain too much
funding in order to satisfy political
agendas and of course to maintain control.
In 1988 local management of schools
brought about many changes to the way
schools were funded and led. Grant
Maintained Schools took self
management a stage further and the
increasing number of new academies
clearly reflects that school leaders and
governors want increased autonomy. LAs
have a limited role in the future of
education. Schools are the best equipped
to deliver a quality education system
without local interference. After 16 years
of Headship I can honestly say that the
most frustrating and time consuming
aspect of leading the school has been my
dealings with the LA in terms of seeking
information, requesting transparency and
spending an inordinate amount of time
trying to understand the extremely
complex funding formula.

My final point raises the question of
who actually runs LAs. Many are now in
partnerships with major companies who
often have control over communication
systems. Of course locally-elected
politicians believe they are making the
decisions – but are they really? I do wonder
whether the various associations would do
a better job of supporting schools because
the organisations have no political
affiliation and therefore no leaning
towards any particular type of school.
The last government removed the “E”
out of local education authority and the
question now is whether the Coalition
government will remove it permanently?

David Lowe, Head
teacher of Lostock Hall
Academy in Preston,
Lancashire
David is a National
Leader of Education and
National Representative
on both the GTCE and
ASCL. However, these
are his own views and
are not representative of
any of the organisations
on which he serves.
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Teaching

What to value: knowledge,
skills or understanding?
Freedom from Government policy is just about
as big a freedom as any school could ask for.
But that freedom comes with a responsibility,
says Martin Skelton

A

cademies currently have the privilege of not having to
swing from a skills focus to a knowledge-driven
curriculum and instead, the freedom to focus the
learning on what you value. Needless to say, academies and state
schools alike could all be striving for a balance that values both
knowledge and skills, and more besides; where knowledge, skills
and understanding all play a crucial role in learning.
After 25 years of helping schools all over the world to improve
their learning, none of us at Fieldwork Education think that any
of these elements of learning are any more important than the
other. That’s because all of them - a combination of knowledge,
skills and a growing sense of understanding - work together to
make sure that children get the very best learning. What has
become clearer over more recent years is
the differences between the learning of
knowledge, skills and understanding and
the implications of these differences on
schools, on teachers and on their children.
The good news is that once we think
about it, the differences aren’t that difficult
to ‘get’. What does seem a little trickier is to
make sure that we do the right thing in our
schools to make sure that our children
learn well. And that means ensuring that
knowledge, skills and understanding are
each valued within the curriculum. Let’s
take them one at a time:

knowledge. Facts such as ‘Paris is the capital of France’ and so on.
We think that knowledge is important. It’s the most important
building block for developing skills and understanding.
As far as the brain is concerned, all knowledge is the same.
Essentially, knowledge is a number of facts that all have to be
remembered. So the trick for teachers is, first, to distinguish
which are the crucial facts to focus on, second, to help children to
realise that this knowledge is worth concentrating on and third,
to help them to get it remembered. This is time consuming but
relatively straightforward.
Here are two things that many good teachers do to help
children realise that knowledge is worth concentrating on:
• Be interested in it themselves (why should children be

Knowledge
We all know what knowledge is. Or do
we? At Fieldwork Education, when we talk
about ‘knowledge’ we mean factual
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“Knowledge is the most important building block
for developing skills and understanding.”

Teaching

Skills

interested if their teacher obviously isn’t?).
• Wherever possible, make sure that the knowledge has some
link to the children’s own interests or personal experiences.
Here are two things that many good teachers do to help
children remember the knowledge that matters:
• Continually repeat it (things stick in the memory when we
hear them a lot).
• Provide hooks (we don’t do this enough even though we
know it helps. Hooks help us retrieve information. For
example, fifty years ago, someone taught me that in music
the lines of the treble clef are ‘Every Good Boy Deserves
Fruit’: EGBDF. Fifty years later it’s still working; I still
remember it using the same hook. Visualisations are another
example of a hook).
Knowledge can - and we believe should - be taught efficiently.
In essence, if you think children should know things, tell them.
Tell them in an interested way with hooks, but tell them. If
children spend extensive time researching facts, they will be
practising and, possibly, developing their research skills and
accumulating these facts, but if the focus of the learning is not
about improving research skills, then is this the best use of their
time? When it comes to learning knowledge, it’s the essential
knowledge that matters and that knowledge can be acquired
relatively quickly by telling children in an engaging and
meaningful way. We’ll see below why we need as much time as
possible for other kinds of learning.
Knowledge can be assessed efficiently too. In essence, test your
children, either out loud or with a pencil and paper. Factual
knowledge is easy to test - it’s either right or wrong - and this is
where, perhaps, the problem lies with the focus on knowledge
rather than skills learning. Knowledge is quick to acquire and easy
to assess. Skills on the other hand, are not so easy.

At Fieldwork Education, when we talk about ‘skills’ we mean
anything that someone is ‘able to do’. This can be as ‘simple’ as “I
am able to say my two times table” or “I am able to do up my shoe
laces” (not so simple, of course, if you are two years old). Or it
may be as difficult as “I am able to deconstruct a complex
philosophical argument,” “I am able to write a complex research
proposal,” or “I am able to write a concerto for a full orchestra.”
We are living within a knowledge explosion where new
knowledge is being identified at an ever-increasing pace and
where much of our existing knowledge is being adapted or
completely revised (just think what we now know about the
brain, for example). In addition, where we live in the world
impacts the knowledge that we value. Skills, on the other hand,
have remained remarkably stable over time and are developed in
pretty much the same way wherever you may live. This is one
reason why the learning of skills should be revered and the
learning of knowledge kept in perspective. If an 18th century
scientist came back to earth now, he would be amazed at the
equipment being used to conduct scientific experiments, but he
wouldn’t be amazed at what the 21st century scientist was doing;
the vast majority of the skills he would recognise.
Skills are learnt in a very different way to knowledge. As far as
the brain is concerned, the neuronal pathways that are laid down
in skills learning have to happen in practice. You can learn that
Paris is the capital of France without being in Paris. You can’t
really learn how to write a poem without writing a poem. This is
true of all skills. Unlike knowledge, which is right or wrong (Lyon
is not the capital of France), skills learning goes through a cyclical
process of beginning, developing and mastering. You’ll know this
if you have ever skied. You start on the green slopes, moving from
beginning through developing to mastering. As you get to green
mastering, you move to the blue slopes where you ‘begin’ again
and so on. The brain is always upping the level at which it learns
skills. Because of this, the brain requires much more time to learn
skills, as the practice involved in developing skills is much more
time consuming than is required for learning knowledge.
This creates good and bad news. The good news is that skills
are where rigour is to be found. There’s nothing particularly
rigorous about ‘Paris is the capital of…’ especially if we have good
hooks to help us with the learning. But skills learning moves
progressively through beginning, developing and mastering
stages, needs to be practiced, and encompasses everything from
the simple to the complex. It takes time. Learning skills is almost
the perfect definition of the word ‘resilience’ - as you’ll know
from achieving a skill to any level of competency or, on the other
hand, giving up! The bad news is that skills are tough. All skills
learning needs lots of support, and that’s why being efficient with
the knowledge learning is so important; we have to give more
time to focus on the development of skills learning. That means
learning the skills of each subject (the skills required to be a
scientist, a historian, a geographer and so on) as well as such skills
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as making a choice, reporting, collating evidence, presenting a
PowerPoint, and so on.
Good teachers do several things to help children with their
skills learning:
• Create lots of time for extended practice that allows real
development to take place.
• Coach rather than tell. When skills are being learned, good
teachers are alongside the children, helping and encouraging
them to improve; not standing at the front or leaving them to get
on with it.
• Provide huge amounts of personal support through the
process to balance out the desire to give up on getting better.
• Set achievable targets with children that are about getting
better at each stage rather than completion.
One more thing on skills. The way to assess skills learning is
not to test but to observe. We need to observe to see at what stage
each learner is at. Assessing skills is very different from assessing
knowledge, it requires more time and involvement by the teacher
and this is where the whole issue of valuing skills takes root.
Are we valuing what we can deliver and measure easily
(knowledge learning) rather than valuing what is needed most to
prepare children for their next stage of learning and for

adulthood? That is the crucial question that all academies should
be asking themselves. Is enough value being put on the right type
of learning?
And it doesn’t end there either. There’s this thing called
‘understanding’ too.

Understanding
Understanding deserves a whole feature and more to itself.
The word ‘understanding’ is the most misunderstood word in
learning and teaching. At Fieldwork Education, when we talk
about understanding, we believe it means something different to
knowledge or skills. If it didn’t, why would we have another
word? We believe it means an insight into the big picture of
something. Understanding goes beyond knowledge. Someone
might say “I’m beginning to understand what it is to be an artist,”
or “I am beginning to understand what friendship is.” If you
asked them to explain what they mean, their reply would be very
different to a dictionary definition of ‘artist’ or ‘friendship’. The
dictionary definition is the ‘knowing’ part. The bigger picture of
something is the growing sense of ‘understanding’.
Understanding is much deeper, more personal and it changes
with different circumstances, as more related knowledge and

“Understanding depends on depth of experience and personal response...”
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skills are acquired, and as more related experiences occur. A good
image of ‘understanding’ might be a lava lamp. There is definitely
something there – a bulb of floating green oil - but this bulb
changes shape as the context changes, and might even disappear
at times before reappearing once more.
We often use the word ‘understand’ when we mean ‘know’ or
‘be able to’. But understanding is different to either of these. It
depends on depth of experience and personal response more
than on being told or practising. This means, of course, that we
are less likely to see it develop in primary children than we are
knowledge and skills, but that it will become more apparent at
key stage 3 and beyond. This is why we have incorporated the
development and the assessment of understanding into our new
middle years curriculum.
Good teachers do several things to help children develop
understanding. They:
• Provide rich and varied learning experiences to feed the fire
with lots of fuel.
• Provide a chance for children to develop the ability to reflect.
This is the crucial skill that supports understanding.
• Provide some appropriate and focused questions to reflect
upon.
• Don’t expect a ‘correct’ answer.

• Value the individual responses of children and support their
growing big thoughts.
Why is all this important? Because learning is important.
Because we have to appreciate that different kinds of teaching
help develop different types of learning, and that different kinds
of assessment and evaluation help us to know that the right type
of learning is happening. Structuring the learning that we value
into the timetable shows we value it. This is the opportunity
academies now have to address the learning balance.

Martin Skelton is co-founder of Fieldwork
Education which has been helping schools
around the world improve learning for over
25 years. The International Primary
Curriculum (IPC) was introduced 11 years
ago by Fieldwork Education and focuses on
a balance of knowledge, skills and
understanding. Fieldwork’s new
International Middle Years Curriculum
(IMYC) does so too. Fieldwork Education is
part of the WCL Group.
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Solving the problem of Finance Recruitment in Academies

The Farrer Barnes Education Finance Division Offers:
G

Search & Selection

G

Full reference procedures

G

Executive Recruitment

G

One point of contact for all roles

G

Full Advertising service

G

Success only flat fee structure

G

Response Management

G

Permanent/ Temporary services

Problem solved !
F A R R E R

B A R N E S

L I M I T E D
Recruitment Consultancy

w w w. f a r r e r - b a r n e s . c o m
tel: 01227 863900

Employment

Agency Workers regulations:
what you need to know
Richard Gould reveals recent changes to legislation

Y

our head of department falls sick and you need urgent cover:
simple, you think. Phone through to an agency and take on a
temporary worker. It should be that simple. But not quite...
Recent changes to employment law have moved the goalposts
somewhat and from January onwards your resources team should be
aware that the Agency Workers’ regulations came into force on the
1st October 2011 and give agency workers the right to the same pay
and other working conditions enjoyed by a hirers’ own employees.
Although this latest piece of legislation does not change the
working status of agency workers, they will be entitled to equal
treatment once he or she has completed 12 weeks of service. On a
practical level, equal treatment will need to be established in respect
to the terms and conditions that apply to a ‘comparable’ worker.
The Regulations provide two timescales for acquiring equal
treatment: From day one; and after 12 weeks.
This piece of legislation relates to Agency Workers regardless of
whether they are on a contract of employment or services:
• Does include Umbrella Companies
• Does not include genuinely self-employed
• Does not include managed service contracts
On day one of a temporary assignment the agency worker will
have an equal right to access what are described as ‘collective facilities
and amenities’. These will include such things as canteen, childcare,
transport services, and parking arrangements. The agency worker
must also have the same opportunity to apply for permanent jobs
available within a client’s operation.
After 12 calendar weeks in the same role the agency worker will
have rights to equal treatment such as pay, duration of working time,
night work, rest breaks, holiday pay, bonus, shift pay etc. There are
some important criteria surrounding the 12-week qualifying period
– some are listed below:
• The weeks do not have to be consecutive.
• Any work in a week (even one hour) counts as a week.
• Where there is a break from the assignment for six weeks or less,
those weeks can be carried forward.
• The break can be for whatever reason.
• If there is a break of six weeks or more, the clock starts afresh
and all previous qualifying weeks are cancelled.
This legislation does not alter the status of an agency worker.
Temporary workers will not have the right for:
• Occupational sick pay
• Company pension scheme

• Share options
• Health insurance
These are perceived as a reflection of a long term relationships
between an employee and employer.
There is an avoidance penalty (up to £5000) where it is found that
an assignment has been structured to prevent the agency worker
from reaching the 12-week qualifying period. An employment
tribunal will examine where the fault for the breach lies.
• No maximum limit to any compensation.
• Minimum award of two weeks pay would normally be awarded.
There is no enforcement body and the onus is on the employee to
follow up any breach. There are a number of alternative approaches
to minimising the cost and limiting the potential disruption the
implementation of the Regulations may cause.
So how does this affect me and my school/ academy? As far as I
can see, we have three clear choices:
1. Cease using temporary workers
2. Utilise temps but for only 12 weeks
3. Adhere to the new legislation and continue using temporary
workers in the same function.
Although option 3 is the route we would like to take, it does
provide us with some concerns. However, it is still unclear, at a
practical level, what information we should provide and the best
format to declare it.
The Recruitment and Employment Confederation guidelines, for
example, talk about finding a ‘comparable employee engaged in the
same role or broadly similar work’. Within many finance/resources
teams, this may be difficult as there may only be one person
employed in a given role, or it could be a new role, or a role created
to solve a particular problem.
Another possible concern is that two members of staff, employed
in the same role, might be of varying values to a business dependent
on technical ability, experience or ability to network.
In time everything will become clear but for the moment, as with
all new legislation, the best we can do is apply common sense.

For more information, email
Richard.gould@farrer-barnes.com. The
Statutory Instrument can be viewed at
www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/
2010/93/introduction/made
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Admissions

What’s in the new admission code?
The long awaited new admission codes are
expected to come into legal effect early in 2012.
Have they really delivered greater freedoms for
admission authorities?

T

he overall quality of the new code
is refreshingly crisp and the
primary objective of trying to
simplify and clarify admissions practice
has been achieved. Like barnacles on a
ship’s hull, the recent previous versions of
the code had added more and more layers
of mandatory obligations (“must”) and
guidance (“should”) with the perhaps
quixotic aim of comprehensively
prescribing how admissions should be
done. The new code has cut a lot of this
away. It still refers to “must” and “must
not” but no longer refers to “should” or
“should not”. It also steps back from
trying to cover all eventualities, and reintroduces the concept that an admission
authority (which we shall call “a school”
for convenience) can do as it wishes
unless the code and other relevant law
says not.
Although this liberalisation of the
system is welcome, a school will still
however be subject to the broad
requirements to act fairly. Admission
arrangements will still be policed by the
Office of the Schools Adjudicator (“the
Adjudicator”) and the new code puts
academies under the Adjudicator’s direct
jurisdiction for the first time. Complaints
to the Adjudicator will inevitably have to
be based more on broader principles of
the code such as fairness, clarity and
objectivity, and the Adjudicator will have
his work even more cut out in applying
those broad principles to particular
factual and demographic circumstances.
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Consequently as the obligations of the
code become less specific, challenges to
school’s arrangements will go through a
phase of more general objections until a
new legal equilibrium is reached
regarding general underlying principles
around “fairness” in admissions.

PAN breakthrough
The big specific change in the new
code is in relation to the Published
Admissions Number (PAN). In recent
codes government has not followed
through on its promise to allow successful
schools to grow, restricting formal
offering of places over PAN and making
‘over offering’ subject to local authority
approval. However the new code really
does give power to a school to offer over
PAN both in ordinary and mid-year
admissions.
A PAN for each ordinary year of entry
must still be published as part of the
determination of admission
arrangements each April for the following
chronological year (eg determination of
2013 arrangements must be determined
by April 15th 2012, including the relevant
PAN). However increases in PAN do not
need to be consulted on, and no objection
can be made to the Adjudicator regarding
such increases, so in practice no-one can
stop a school from increasing its PAN.
Decreases in PAN still need to be
consulted on and can be objected to.
Once the PAN is determined, the
school can oblige its LA to put out offers

over PAN for ordinary September
admissions. However the school must
notify the LA in good time so that the LA
can manage its co-ordination process
effectively. The school can also offer over
PAN for in-year admissions. Interestingly
the concept that the original PAN travels
with a particular year group as it passes
through a school has been dropped from
the code, although in practice we would
suggest that it is the only rational starting
point for considering the PAN of a
particular year group at any particular
time. There is also the obligation to
publish arrangements about waiting lists
and to make offers to those on such lists if
places become available through pupils
leaving (or are made available when a
school revises its view of PAN for a
particular year group in relation to inyear admissions). Taken together the
above changes give a school a great deal of
freedom regarding PAN, although this
freedom will have a collateral effect (not
necessarily all bad) on establishing when a
school is full for the purposes of
‘prejudice’ for admission appeals.
As regards oversubscription criteria,
there is still an overriding obligation to
ensure fairness, clarity and objectivity in
setting such criteria. A lot of verbiage has
been cut out, and some significant
additions made. The permission to
academies to give priority to
disadvantaged children who are eligible
for free school meals (ie the Pupil
Premium) is tucked away in a footnote

Admissions

Admission arrangements will still be policed
by the Office of the Schools Adjudicator (“the
Adjudicator”) and the new Code puts academies
under the Adjudicator’s direct jurisdiction for the
first time.
but has the financial effect of allowing
academies to obtain a clear net gain in
revenue budget over that for maintained
schools for the first time. This is a
significant vote of confidence in
academies to deliver better outcomes for
the most disadvantaged pupils, but also
an interesting blanket denial of that role
to maintained schools. Another
interesting effect of the code is that
relatives of former pupils can be given
priority. However the much heralded
permission to give priority to the children
of staff was apparently more open in an
earlier draft of the code, but in the final
draft it has diminished recruiting power
by being subject to a two year in post
and/or hard to fill requirement. Another
striking shift in the code is that faith
schools that want to take account of
religious activities can only take account
of such activities as are laid out by the
religious authority. This gives the religious
authority potentially greater control than
they have had in the past.
As regards decisions over admissions,
the codes give back some independence to
a school over in year admissions. In year
admissions will be processed direct by a
school from September 2013.
Furthermore, when a governing body
does not wish to admit a child with
challenging behaviour, even though places
are available, it can decline admission but
must refer the case to the local authority
for action under the protocol. This power
was previously only available to

sponsored academies in their first two
years and schools with critically low
standards. The extent of this power may
be more apparent than real, however,
because the school will need to
demonstrate that it has a particularly high
proportion of children with challenging
behaviour or previously excluded
children, and will still be subject to
direction under the local fair access
protocol.

Admission appeals code
Compared with the admissions code
the changes in this code are mainly
technical, such as the ability to hold
appeals in the school and the requirement
to publish an appeals time table by the
28th of February each year. It is much
shorter and clearer, but the basic
architecture of appeals and what the
parties are required to approve is
unchanged. In particular the burden on a
school to prove it will suffer ‘prejudice’ is
still there. During consultation with
stakeholders over the new code, the idea
of shifting the burden to parents to prove
a school is full was put to government, but
it has not been adopted.
One intriguing permission given by the
new code is for the panel to proceed to
decide the case in the absence of either the
presenting officer (“if it is satisfied that to
do so will not disadvantage the
appellant”) and or the appellant (if “it is
impractical to offer an alternative date”).
It will be interesting to see how confident

panels are in practice to proceed without
appellants being present, given the
imperative and overriding legal
requirement to offer a fair hearing. The
permission to proceed without the
presenting officer does not absolve a
school from the overriding mandatory
provision to provide a presenting officer,
although it is difficult to see how this is
going to be policed in practice.
Although more evolution than
revolution, the new admission codes do
offer a significant step towards more
profound admission independence for
academies and other admission
authorities. In particular the admissions
code takes the shackles off PAN in a much
bolder fashion than earlier codes, and we
can see PAN acting at last as a powerful
catalyst for school improvement.

Graham Burns is a
Partner in the Education
Team at Stone King
Solicitors and can be
contacted at
grahamburns@stoneking.co.uk.
Roger Inman is a Partner
in the Education Team at
Stone King Solicitors
and can be contacted at
rogerinman@stoneking.co.uk
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Legal advice

Heads up: more radical legal
change for 2012
Roger Inman examines the Education Act so you
don’t have to!

O

ver the next weeks and months, various parts of the
Education Act 2011 will come into force. As is now
normal with new legislation, the Act sets up
frameworks but leaves the detail to be fleshed out by regulations.
Thus, the Act is a somewhat frustrating document – we can see
the direction of travel and the likely destination but the route
often remains unclear.
Changes to admissions and admission appeals have been
widely discussed and it is only necessary to note that the
admission changes apply to policies now under consideration for
September 2013 and the appeal changes apply to all appeals
lodged on or after 1st February 2012.
Academies interested in supporting or “sponsoring” schools in
difficulty – who will now have to become academies but may
have a limited choice as to who they jump into bed with – will
have seen Government making its intentions clear by
immediately implementing the provisions that allow DfE to force
a LA to serve a warning notice. Another immediate change has
been the introduction of the reduced, four category, Ofsted
framework and the ability to exempt schools from inspection –
expected to be Outstanding schools although this has still to be
confirmed by regulations. School Improvement Partners have
already disappeared and the Diploma entitlement ends on 15th
January.
YPLA and the other “arms-length” (DfE’s expression) bodies
such as the GTC, TDA and QCDA will be abolished at the end of
the current financial year and their functions will be taken over

by executive agencies of DfE, at which point the centralising
control of the Department will be complete – one might see this
as a triumph for the civil servants who have slowly wrested
control back from the politicians since the Coalition
Government came into power.
Other key changes that are likely to come into force in
September 2012:

Academy Issues
1. Academies will no longer be required to have a specialism
and presumably existing academies could seek an amendment to
their Funding Agreement if they feel it important.
2. LAs will now be liable to pay fees for students at boarding
academies where those fees are to be remitted on the grounds of
hardship. That in essence places boarding academies in the same
position as other state-maintained boarding schools.
3. Complex new provisions will come into effect governing
land-disposal, which will have the broad effect of putting
academies under the same constraints as maintained schools. At
the same time the process for disposal of playing fields will be
simplified and although these will apply directly only to
maintained schools it is likely that DfE will follow the same
process for academies.

Discipline
1. There will be a widened definition of items for which a
search can be made - anything that a member of staff reasonably

The Act is a somewhat frustrating document
– we can see the direction of travel and the likely
destination but the route often remains unclear.
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suspects has been or is likely to be used to commit an offence or
cause personal injury or damage to property together with any
other item that school rules identify as an item for which a search
may be made. This could include mobile phones and it will be
possible to inspect stored data. A key task for governors over
coming months, in conjunction with the Principal, should be to
review rules and discipline policies to ensure that these powers
can be used – even if it is thought unlikely that the need would
arise.
2. The power to search is widened so that if the person
carrying out the search reasonably believes that there is a serious
risk that harm would be caused to someone if the search were
not carried out as a matter of urgency, the requirements for a
same-sex searcher and/or the presence of a second member of
staff can be waived.
3. Appeals against permanent exclusions will be abolished.
Instead, regulations will provide for certain exclusions to be
reviewed by a review panel which can either uphold the decision,
recommend that the decision-maker reconsiders the matter or
quash the decision and direct reconsideration (the latter only if
the decision is flawed under judicial review principles, ie
irrational, perverse or in breach of due process). There will be
financial consequences following the review – as yet unspecified.
These changes will need detailed consideration, not least to
understand the powers, and the limitation of those powers, of
the review panel and the options open if a panel
recommendation is not acceptable.
4. The requirement to give parents notice of a detention will
be abolished although there will be circumstances where notice

should be given (in individual cases such as disability, SEN or
known personal issues, where health and safety or safeguarding
issues indicate that).

Staff matters
1. Reporting restrictions will be imposed in relation to alleged
offences by teachers made by or on behalf of a pupil at the
school. There will be a power to apply to a magistrate to lift the
restriction if it is the interests of justice having regard to the
welfare of the subject of the allegation and the alleged victim –
seemingly the court will be required to take both into account in
deciding whether or not to lift it.
2. The School Staff Negotiating Body will be abolished – and
few tears are likely to be shed.
Perhaps the most significant structural change in terms of
school organisation, which seems to have slipped under most
people’s radar, is that if a LA wants to establish a new school it
must first seek academy proposals and report them to DfE. At
the same time, DfE has the power to seek academy sponsors. If
none are forthcoming, then (but only with DfE consent) the LA
can hold a competition. How many new community schools can
we expect to see in the coming years? Few, if any, one would
think and this is another fetter on the continuing statutory duty
for the LA to plan the strategic provision of school places.

For further details contact Roger Inman,
Partner at Stone King LLP at
ri@stoneking.co.uk
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Accounting for Academies
and Free Schools
Request your free Buyers’ Guide

“Integris Accounts
has been ideal for the
Academy’s needs, being
a double-entry financial
package that is not
too complex to use, it’s
tailored to specific use
by Academies”
Beti Stephenson, Bursar,
Archbishop Holgate’s School

Make numbers simple and easy
to manage with Integris Accounts.
Designed with schools in mind,
it allows your finance officer or
bursar to easily gather together facts
and figures then quickly distribute this
information to governors and trustees
in flexible, user-friendly formats.

To get your free Accounting Buyers’ Guide
and find out more about the range of services from RM Education,
call us on 08450 700 300 or visit www.rmeducation.com/academy

Round-table discussion

“Until the balance tips, LA priority
will be elsewhere...”
Haines Watts hosted a round-table discussion to find
out the business issues facing academies and
would-be academies

M

any academies believe they have entered uncharted
territory, whilst those considering conversion are
concerned with a range of business issues that are
totally new to them. Managing their finance and administration
once they are academies are just two issues that face them.
Steve Parker, head of academy services at Haines Watts
Altrincham, was joined by a guest panel that comprised Joanne
Daley, director of finance, Urmston Grammar; Louise Staunton,
business director, Wellacre Technology Academy Trust; Ruth
Bancroft, director of business and finance, Flixton Girls’ School;
Sara Rocca, primary school business manager, Wellacre
Technology Academy Trust , and Lisa Richardson, office
manager, Park Road Academy Primary School.
Steve began by asking the group what challenges they had
faced when becoming academies.
JD: First, a lack of help and guidance, from the very beginning
right through to today. As the first to convert in the local area, we
had no other schools to turn to, and the LA didn’t know what to
do, refusing any help and guidance. The YPLA were not much
better.
LS: Basic information not being provided remains a real issue.
Sometimes the only way to find out about what money was
going into the bank was by checking the account!
LR: For us, it was timescales. We attended a meeting in June
with prospective academies and the YPLA wanted everyone to be
completely ready by 1st September.
SP: Do you think these issues might be one of the reasons why
Park Road is the only primary in the Trafford LA to be an
academy?
LS: I think it’s about capacity. A primary school simply doesn’t
have the manpower, and then it’s an ongoing process – they
would need access to a business manager on a permanent basis
and half of what they’d get from the LACSEG would go on that,
unless they were to consider school business manager clustering
arrangements similar to the Wellacre Academy model.
SR: In addition, primaries don’t have the reserves that
secondaries do, so the LACSEG, is not as big or as inviting.
SR: Essentially there are two camps; on one side are the

primaries who would convert if they could but feel limited by
circumstances, and the others who like the support of the LA too
much to leave.
JD: You have to remember that primaries receive more of the
standard fund funding from LAs than secondaries, so there is less
incentive to become an academy, and a fear that they’d lose this
funding.
LS: I agree, for the work involved, the financial benefits don’t
add up if you are a primary.
SP: Should primaries be looking at clusters and sharing a
business manager?
LS: I believe they should, yes, as it is an effective model to gain
access to a business manager with expertise in the field.
SR: Or they should consider going in with secondaries and
working as feeder schools.
LS: Clustering is effective because a primary would get access
to a business manager for a short period each week, and for
them, that is enough.
SP: There is a tendency for more academies in the south than
the north, any views on why?
LS: One thing would be clustering, which maybe more
prevalent in the south. National College funding has been
directed for primary partnerships to encourage school business
manager clustering, particularly in rural areas.
SP: Do you think that a pressure group formed specifically to
give feedback to the YPLA and LAs would have any impact?
LS: There’s the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust
(SSAT), which does take your views and pass them on, but as yet
we have not seen this have an impact.
JD: The issue is that the YPLA and the LA don’t communicate,
and therefore issues don’t progress.
LS: In Trafford where we have a lot of converters, we have
tried to get together with the YPLA and LA, but then nothing
happens after the meeting. No-one puts pressure on either party
to make progress.
SP: So how can an academy have a voice?
JD: It’s very difficult – you could do if your LA was
supportive.
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Round-table discussion

SP: Are you still owed money from the LA?
All: Yes!
LS: It seems to me that while there are fewer academies than
other schools, the LA priority will be elsewhere. The balance
needs to tip, and until it does, maintained schools will have
priority in being dealt with by the LA.
RB: Some funds for my school were being held by the LA, and
I had been asking for access to them for two years. When
converting, I became aware that other schools were also having
similar issues.
SP: Is there any support from the YPLA on this?
JD: We get a call from our YPLA contact on a regular basis
asking for the status - they say they will raise it but we hear
nothing.
LR: The issue is that unless there’s some incentive for LAs to
deal with the money they won’t. There has to be some form of
sanction if they don’t hit targets on this.
RB: Some local authorities have no converted schools or very
few, and I assume this is where schools have complete faith in the
LA, so they don’t feel the need to convert.
SP: Are you finding that you have more paperwork to
complete and are any forms you’re asked to complete duplicated?
SR: Unquestionably there is more paperwork to complete as
an academy. You are forever reporting to someone. In fact, we
still have to report to the LA as well, which raises the question of
who is actually overseeing things, the LA or YPLA?
RB: A good example of this is the strike day planned for 30th
November. We’ve had to report to both the LA and YPLA on
whether we’re closing, who’s striking, impact on lessons etc.
SP: We – that’s Haines Watts - find the three month
accounting period tight. Is that a real stretch for you?
JD: The three months is similar to working with the LA, but
just at a different time of year. For me moving to 31st March,
would be better – the academic year for year-end makes no sense;
ruining school holidays for example. Particularly when you still
have to report to the LA at 31st March, for funding that you’ve
received from the LA.
LS: The one advantage is that it is good for budgeting the
curriculum – everything else is just lots of extra work, as some
statutory returns still span a financial year rather than an
academic year.
LS: It’s only an issue if there is an outstanding issue on
something like pension valuations and the LA are not very
responsive on this.
SP: Are there ways in which your professional advisers could
help more?
RB: Help reconciling the LA year-end - particularly with
deciphering LA figures. An independent opinion would be very
helpful.
LS: Once the accounts are done, we need to understand where

deficits and reserves are, and it would be useful to have another
review meeting after completion.
SR: Having professional advisors is positive; you’re on the end
of a phone, it’s a bit of a hand holding exercise for us, but you
need that.
RB: Running as a business is a completely new concept for
many of us. We’ve really all worked in schools and LAs for most
of our careers. The more commercial input we can get the better.
LS: The next thing is helping us review services and suppliers
to try and save money would be valuable, and by doing this it
gives the school governors confidence that we’re running a tight
ship.
JD: Using accountants, particularly for payroll makes life
much easier – you have the full set of information, literally
everything. Compared with previously, this is a significant
improvement.
SP: Do you place any value on the role of responsible officer?
LS: When you have a professional, completely independent
audit they are irrelevant.
SR: In fact, they actually conflict with working practices. Your
in-house working practices should be adequate to cope. Normal
businesses don’t have ROs coming in!
LS: This is another general point actually. Academies are
supposed to have freedoms - without question being an academy
is a more prescribed process, with the financial reporting being
more arduous.
SP: Are you in a position to look for other sources of funding?
JD: We’re looking to get training status with colleges and
universities.
RB: We’re looking at the possibility of selling services, perhaps
to our local feeder primary schools.
LS: Offering other services does raise some money, but in the
main this has the effect of increasing capacity, that is the major
benefit. At present, we don’t want to consider sponsors, as it may
result in some loss of control or distract from our priorities.
SP: Things such as licence fees from Capita are hidden costs,
which perhaps academies don’t know about before converting.
LS: When you are going to become an academy, a template of
new and old costs – for example the net financial effect of
becoming an academy would be beneficial.
RB: I know that some LAs have been able to provide a
breakdown of the LACSEG, which would be useful.
RB: Another useful service would be to have a clear timetable
when setting up as an academy, of what information needs to be
provided, to whom, and by when.
JD: I know we had this to begin with, but then things move,
and by the time you had got to reviewing it, it wasn’t worth
looking at, and so a clear timetable being updated regularly is
important.
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Case study

Off the radar
David Keetley tells the story of the UK’s first
co-operative converter, Kirkby Stephen Grammar
School in Cumbria

T

he sense of freedom we
experienced shortly after the 1st of
August 2011, having converted to
become an academy, was palpable.
However, on my return from a holiday
abroad in August, I realised how
completely unprepared I had been for the
details of conversion! Trying to start up
new bank accounts, deal with HMRC,
Capita Payroll, teacher pensions and
LGPS all without a school business
manager who was on maternity leave and
my staff and governors half way round
the world. Tip number one, therefore: do
all this preparation well in advance of the
conversion date and avoid the summer
holidays if you can.
Schools who are contemplating
converting to academy status might learn
one or two useful lessons from our
experience to help them. Of course, the
rurality and small school size issues might
not be quite applicable in every setting,
but our motives for conversion and the
early benefits might be of interest. Despite
Cumbria being an enormous county
geographically, there were times when we
felt overlooked in the far east of the
county. Too far away, too small, too
insignificant and not causing any major
problems.

Our Cumbrian context
Our catchment area is over 400 square
miles and the school is in the east of
Cumbria bordering County Durham and
North Yorkshire.
Our school is 11-18 with a roll of 400
pupils, including 70 in our sixth form –
the smallest in Cumbria. The next nearest
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secondary schools are over 13 miles away.
We received an outstanding Ofsted in
December 2007 for the main school and
the sixth form. (The LA had to be
reminded to congratulate the school.) We
achieved High Performing Specialist
School status in 2008 for our work as
Sports College and Applied Learning.
Our results have been improving with
A2 results being the best in Cumbria in
the last two years. GCSE scores are on a
rising trend but we still need to do even
better.
The school has a historical and
substantial budget deficit caused by
inadequate LA funding - we thought this
would deny us the right to convert. Our
submitted plans, however, showed the
best scenario for clearing the deficit was
by being an academy and using our
LACSEG to produce a realistic recovery
plan with the YPLA, who have been
extremely supportive and clear in their
dealings with us.
The school received the lowest level of
LA monitoring and support as part of its

proportionate approach; the only support
it should have offered was to address the
school’s budget deficit, but this never
happened.
Almost half of Cumbria’s secondary
schools have converted, or are about to
convert; this reflects the way many schools
view the LA, which has been in a constant
state of re-structuring in recent years,
while the LA’s educational and school
focus has diminished. I have no doubt
that, in a different LA, the need to become
independent would be less compelling
and I know that several enlightened LAs
are working with their academies and
offering high quality services for them to
buy back.
There are many good LA officers and
some good services which we will
continue to use. Many good people have
recently left the LA, however, some senior
officers have never visited the school. It
was as if the LA’s radar screen stopped ten
miles short of my school.
The funding formula in Cumbria has
led to a large number of schools in deficit

It was as if the LA’s radar
screen stopped ten miles short of
my school.

Case study

“Something we are very proud of” - becoming the first co-operative converter
and an equally large number of schools
with surpluses (some well over £500,000
and one over a million pounds). The LA
has never addressed this until this year
when the schools with surpluses were
threatened with a claw back for the first
time. £7600 was clawed back.
Our LA reneged on an agreement to
allow us a capital loan to complete our
much-needed sports hall, which has been
planned for over 12 years - the shell of
which was completed in July, but without
toilets, showers or changing rooms. I
found this decision particularly vindictive
when other schools had received such
loans. The LA blamed the deficit, which
they had caused in the first place!
Cumbria has also just implemented
single status for its entire support staff
and the way it handled this has caused
huge anxiety and distress across the
county. Many academies can do this in a
better way.

Post-conversion saw the greatest level
of LA activity in several years here with
contacts from finance officers and others
all reminding me that “that’s your
responsibility now that you’re an
academy.” Too right!

The school’s context
I know that a school as small as mine
would probably not exist in a city or
town. I also know that there was a real
sense of unease here about the unspoken
plans of an LA having to make huge cuts
and small primary school closures across
the county. We were worried about our
small but excellent sixth form and the
threat of “re-organisation”. Furthermore,
the LA had started to charge for more and
more of its services, despite receiving the
LACSEG amount from all its schools. Our
question was: do we receive a service from
our LA equivalent to our LACSEG?
Answer: No. The freedom to spend our

money on the services and providers we
wanted was quite exhilarating.
Two other Eden Secondary Schools
converted at similar times and we are
already working together with them and
with the wider group of direct employer
schools across the county. Another early
converter has agreed to take on most of
our financial work for a year during the
maternity cover, including the new
financial IT package. Already some joint
appointments have been made for a
counsellor, an EWO/parent support
officer and we are exploring the concept
of an academy finance officer in the
future.
In January 2010, we had already
converted once from a community school
to a Co-operative Foundation School with
a single Trust. We had five key partners:
The Co-operative Group, The University
of Cumbria, Sports Leaders UK, Appleby
Training and Heritage Centre and the LA.
The “co-cooperativeness” of our school,
its values and the curriculum and
extracurriculum were all starting to
blossom under the direction of an
excellent link member of staff. This made
many of the issues in conversion less
daunting because we had been through a
similar process recently.
We became the first co-operative
converter academy in the country on the
1st August, which was a surprise to us but
one we are very proud of. As part of the
Schools Co-operative Society, which has
nearly 200 schools across the country, we
want to embed more co-operative aspects
into the curriculum and develop our local
co-operative forum and membership
scheme so that everyone in our
community receives incentives and
discounts, as well as forming a direct voice
to the governors and the SLT.

Early benefits
Two weeks after conversion I emailed
our YPLA adviser asking about sources of
additional capital funding to complete
our fantastic but unfinished sports hall.
Within days I received confirmation of
some further funding from Partnerships
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Case study

“We are starting to feel that we are now on the radar”

for Schools. The application form was the
easiest I have ever filled in and the money
has arrived. Work will start in January and
be finished by March 31st. This is
incredible! However, the LA or district
council had not contributed a single
penny.
We have started to explore ways of
working more closely with our local
primary school and aim to establish a Year
6 curriculum transition project (brokered
by a LA adviser) on the need to use level 6
assessments at KS2 and some
programmed joint SLT and governor
meetings to explore areas of mutual
benefit.

Longer-term issues
Unlike many academies, our starting
point is still dominated by budgetary
concerns. I am convinced that the DfE,
which is very keen to allow schools to
convert, did not foresee the number of
outstanding or good schools that had
substantial deficits. Most of my fellow

academy Heads’ budgets are awash with
funding, despite the reducing LACSEG
and sixth form funding. However, I am
looking forward to the next phase of our
development which will not only sort out
our deficit problems, but will also allow
the school to extend its co-operative ethos
working with its four main partners. This
academic year we will:
• Establish our co-operative
community forum and membership
scheme.
• As a member of the national Schools
Co-operative Society, explore
procurement opportunities and
school-to-school improvement
support and explore a better
agreement with Unison and seeking
to establish fairer terms and
conditions for support staff.
• Work in even closer partnership work
with other local Eden Academies and
across the county, while maintaining
existing consortia groups with all
schools, whatever their status.

• Consider the sale of some school land
for future income-generation.
• Develop our curriculum within the
National Curriculum Review,
maintaining our current strengths
and co-operative ethos.
• Remove our deficit.
For a small, rural and fairly remote
secondary school that is successful,
confident but not complacent, with
talented staff, committed governors and
really positive pupils, we are starting to
feel that we are now on the radar, part of a
family of schools of all sorts - locally,
across county and nationally - through
our commitment to continuing as a
sports college and being an integral part
of the co-operative movement.

David Keetley is
Headteacher of Kirkby
Stephen Grammar
School in Cumbria
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Purchasing

Why schools must improve their
purchasing practices

I

n recent years schools have become adept at the educational
equivalent of alchemy, turning £1 of revenue into £1.10 of
impact. The Heads and business managers that we come
across know where to spend money to achieve their priorities.
But what is a school to do when they are asked to turn £0.95
into £1.15 of value? That is the reality of the triple whammy
facing schools: reduced funding, increasing costs and the loss of
the local authority as the “cost-effective” safe haven.
The answer, we believe, lies in more effective procurement.
That is not to suggest that schools don’t try to buy effectively.
Often we are amazed by the commercial ruthlessness shown by
Heads and business managers, for example one nameless finance
manager had persuaded a payroll provider to agree to pay a
penalty fee for every payslip that was incorrect. Not only was the
service virtually free for the first few months of the contract, but
thereafter mistakes were few and far between.
But the reality is that individual schools do not have the same
power to negotiate that a group of schools buying collectively
could have. Groups of primary schools especially will not always
have the resources and personnel ‘in-house’ and understandably
all schools are apprehensive about procurement structures that
might affect their independence and freedom to make decisions
that are right for them.
Buying Clubs are the ideal solution because schools can buy
the particular services they need tailored to their requirements.
Being a member of a Buying Club doesn’t impact on how you
operate your school but it will deliver immediate savings.

Simple ways to prepare for a Buying Club
There are some immediate actions that can be taken that will
improve your school’s procurement practices:
Register of bought-in services – Prepare a detailed breakdown
of your existing bought-in services including contract pricing,
duration, service terms and escape clauses. Review your historic
expenditure to identify any increased or variable spend which was
on top of the original contract value.
Procurement plan – Decide which categories to concentrate
most of your efforts on, which should normally be those that are
the higher value and/or risk – in short the goods and services that
are most critical to your ‘business’. Department of Education 2009
spend data indicates that efforts should be concentrated on supply
teaching (and supply insurance), admin supplies, energy, cleaning,
catering and grounds and building maintenance. Commodity
goods and services that are of relatively low spend and less critical
should also be reviewed but managed slightly differently, ie

minimising the amount of staff resource taken up. Here it is
advisable to consider utilising the purchasing management of a
Buying Club, or alternatively to make use of their data to engage
your own supplier renegotiation programme, or to use IT systems
to drive costs down, eg reverse e-auctions. This is incredibly time
consuming and there’s no easy way to do it.
Building procurement guidelines - One of the issues often
found in schools is a lack of training and market intelligence for
staff involved in the area of purchasing. This usually results in
escalating supplier numbers, inconsistency of approach in areas
such as contract management, supplier management and the
dilution of purchasing power through individual approaches to
market in a piecemeal fashion. Building robust procurement
guidelines (policies and procedures) that are disseminated
throughout the school and acted upon, will certainly alleviate
many of these and other problems. However, significant
improvement comes from collaborative buying power where
contracts and deals have been professionally negotiated,
delivering individual schools significant economies of scale.

Joining the FASNA Buying Club
The FASNA Buying Club has been set up to pool demand from
many different schools, thus increasing the purchasing power of
all individual member schools. Members who join will typically
share purchasing data and drive up supply chain value through
their collective power in the marketplaces that are managed by
FASNA and its procurement delivery partner, Place Group.
Savings vary from category to category and from product to
service, but members generally enjoy between 5%-25% savings.
Reviewing and improving your purchasing function is critical
to the ongoing financial fitness of your school, and the FASNA
Buying Club offers support to its members at each stage of the
procurement decision-making process. That support ranges from
a simple advice line or procurement health check, right through
to supporting an entire review of category or contract
management. Be it through the procurement health check,
category management or a complete contract review, the FASNA
Buying Club is an excellent step in the right direction to achieving
full fitness (the schools’, not yours that is. I’m sure you’ll
appreciate that our ability to work miracles only goes so far...).

Robbie O’Driscoll, Director of School
Services, Place Group
For more information email:
fasnabuyingclub@place-group.com
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Primary academies

The challenges facing
primary school academies

O

ne of the main reasons for seeking academy status is
direct Government funding and the control given to
academies over the services they buy. Instead of relying
on its local authority to distribute funding and provide support
services, an academy may determine for itself from where it
procures educational and non-educational services. Don’t fancy
the local authority’s school meals provision? Go elsewhere. Want
to choose your own curriculum support and educational
enrichment? Now you can.
The advantages might be somewhat dampened for primary
school academies because they are typically smaller scale when
compared to their secondary counterparts. A smaller budget
means a primary school has less financial clout than a secondary
school and can therefore struggle to realise efficiencies.
Greater freedom and self-determination also means an
academy must do more for itself, although a primary school will
likely have fewer staff available for managing ongoing contract
requirements once the academy is established. Academy staff will
be faced with commercial and procurement challenges they are
unlikely to have encountered before and will need to adapt to a
business-orientated environment without the local authority
safety net.
With comparatively fewer resources both financially and
administratively, how might primary school academies mitigate
such issues so they can concentrate on enhancing educational
standards? Three main solutions exist to improve management
expertise and achieve economies of scale:
• buy-in contract management services;
• develop the know-how internally;
• collaborate with other academies to enhance commercial
and management strength.
Taking these options in turn, buying-in contract management
services would itself be an additional cost but would hopefully
provide expertise to support the smooth running of the academy
behind the scenes. Improved business processes and
supplemental facilities management can be contracted out. Such
services are available from local and national facilities and
contract management providers.
Turning to internal development of business acumen and
know-how amongst staff: this is advisable to some degree
regardless of whatever else the academy might do. Contract
management and procurement know-how would naturally
develop through experience in any event, but a clear training
programme will help academy staff to understand the best means
to extract value from the outset and will assist in the smooth

transition to academy status, helping to avoid costly procurement
mistakes.
In terms of collaborating with others, the simplest
arrangements can be one-offs for a specific type of purchase
whereas a more permanent and further-reaching system could
handle wider collaboration. The key is volume purchasing:
achieving better value through economies of scale. For instance,
three academies might want to share the services of a school
business director – in which case the director should be
employed by one school with reimbursement contributions
coming from the other two. Buying resources, services or
equipment for a number of academies all at once should enable
bulk discounts and shared savings.
Collaboration can be as extensive as participants’ appetites will
allow. An academy can participate in a school company set up
under the Education Act 2002, but at least one maintained school
must be involved. The local authority for that maintained school
has a duty to monitor the management and finances of the school
company. That local authority oversight may be unappealing to
an academy. Alternative vehicles for collaboration or less formally
structured mechanisms could provide alternatives.
These options do not have to be used in isolation. They might
all be utilised together to some degree. What is clear is that for
primary school academies to make the most of their financial
freedoms, they must prepare, learn and adapt.

Peter Hill, Associate Director & David Wall,
Assistant Solicitor, TPP Law, a specialist
firm advising academies and free schools.
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Looking to extend your post 16 curriculum and save money?
ntdl are the leading provider of interactive distance
learning courses in the UK, these GCSE, AS and A2
courses are delivered directly into schools via
videoconferencing technology and provide:





A cost effective way of extending your curriculum
An inexpensive alternative to in-house teaching
Solutions to long term specialist cover
An addition to your gifted and talented programme.

With support from Nelson Thornes Kerboodle
and dedicated specialist tutors, ntdl can provide
you with a service your students will find beneficial
and exciting.
To find out more including subject offering, cost and
equipment required please contact us:

ntdlsales@nelsonthornes.com
+44 (0)1242 278375
www.nelsonthornes.com/distancelearning

Helping you meet your challenges
Kingston Smith is a top 20 UK accountancy firm, and one of the leading
advisers to academies, independent schools and educational organisations.
Whatever your challenges, our experienced team of schools and charities
specialists can help you meet your goals. We strive to deliver a service that
goes beyond your expectations.
Our key areas of expertise are:
• Governance and legal advice - how to become an academy
• Audit and accountancy
• VAT and tax
• HR consultancy and recruitment
• Fundraising and strategic advice
• IT consultancy and information protection
Neil Finlayson
Head of Schools and Education
T 020 7566 4000
E nfinlayson@kingstonsmith.co.uk
www.kingstonsmith.co.uk

Buildings

Raising standards by improving
the learning environment

T

o some, designing schools seems a mysterious art to be
undertaken solely by design gurus in creative isolation.
But 50% of the success of any design actually comes from
the analysis of the requirements to facilitate the current
transformation in educational pedagogy, which can only be done
in conjunction with the students, teachers, mentors, parents and
others that make up the learning community of the school.
It is paramount therefore that the professionals within a
school about to embark upon making changes, whether
additions or improvements, understand the range of possible
design responses that can be employed. To this end FASNA is
running a ‘hands on’ seminar in February entitled ‘Raising
Standards through Improving Learning Environments’, which
will illustrate how to get the best value from your capital grant by
making the most of your building resource.
The seminar will explore how to design and prepare a brief to
alter or extend a school, accommodating a wide range of
learning modalities and starting with the furniture required to
facilitate those modalities, whilst providing the flexibility to
change from one modality to another.
The impact of, and space required by, different group sizes,
layouts and formations will be examined, before considering how
to delineate those spaces using acoustic and other movable
screens within a room in a way which expands the potential
diversity of learning within a single overall space.
Examples will be shown to illustrate how, relatively
inexpensively, the monotony and repetitive familiarity of school
spaces can be changed to create and clarify spaces of different
identity, stimulating the learner’s interest by the use of colours,
patterns, textures and graphics.
Such techniques need not be a short-term ‘fix’, but, allied to a
well-considered masterplan, can form part of a cohesive vision
for the future of the school.
Consideration will be given to the climatic quality of learning
spaces – lighting, ventilation, visual variety – that can be delivered

whilst improving the sustainability of the school – the use of heat,
power and activities within – by harnessing the imagination and
creativity of pupils, not just as a curriculum resource but as a
genuine means of reducing both running costs and the creation
of CO2.
In the afternoon, delegates will be shown how rooms can be
combined to increase flexibility and enable team teaching, with
whole floors utilised to create a learning grid. The seminar will
conclude with a ‘hands-on’ workshop during which participants
will learn how they could transform a standard classroom block,
in phases over time, to support a much wider range of learning
modalities both inside and outside the building – on the one
hand, allowing spaces to be tailored to support a particular
pedagogy, and on the other, retaining the flexibility to change
from one pedagogy to another. This can be done in a manner
which could suit the participant’s school and then comparisons
made between delegates’ ideas and solutions.
Raising standards by improving the learning environment: a
hands-on seminar for those who need to alter or add to their
existing school buildings.
Date: Thursday 23rd February 2012
Venue: City of Westminster Archives Centre, 10 St Ann’s
Street, London SW1P 2DE
To express your interest please contact 01332 386769 or email
s.ferdinando@fasna.org.uk
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Driving to create a better future for
young people through education
An interview with Nick O’Sullivan,
Principal at Havelock Academy

W

hat is your background and
how did you arrive at
Havelock School?
In 2007 I was appointed to Havelock
Academy, following previous experience as
a Head in the independent sector. I was
attracted by the vision of David Ross, who
wished to do something positive for the
children of the East Marsh (a challenging
ward in Grimsby) and so he sponsored the
academy. It was a big decision, moving
from the south, but at the same time it was
an amazing opportunity to try to make a
difference in a challenging school. So, in
September 2007 I moved to Grimsby to
become the academy’s first Principal.
The challenge of the new academy had a
context: the wards the school serves score
highly in measures of social and economic
deprivation; it was an area that might be
classed as extraordinarily difficult for a child
to thrive. It has all the problems associated
with an old and now largely moribund
fishing port. I wanted the academy to make
a positive impact for the young people
living in such a difficult environment.

seniors was often negligible – initially
pupils would not make eye contact and
there was little social engagement;
• The measures used to judge teachers’
performance within the national
curriculum tended to neglect the effort
made to engage the children socially,
which staff found demoralising.
I wanted to ensure there was an
effective use of funding to support
learning in the best possible way. It was a
huge challenge as you can imagine. My
goal was to try to provide the same
opportunity for pupils and teachers at
Havelock as could be found in the
independent school sector. The question
was how? I needed an educational system
that was of an integrated nature, that was
of lasting impact, that embraced cultural
awareness, that would develop social

communication and whose foundations
were rooted in a strong pastoral structure.
For a challenged school to become a
school of excellence requires hard work,
good practice, strong leadership and
effective sponsors, together with a strong
will and a dedicated team to make it work.
How did you address the challenges?
I chose to introduce the International
Baccalaureate Middle Years’ Programme
(IB MYP) to the school in 2008 because I
wanted to show that it is possible to
introduce a system in the state sector that
compared in quality and ethos to those to
be found in private schools and which
could achieve similar results, regardless of
social-economic background. The ethos
and culture of the IB MYP had a strong
resonance with my vision for the school

What were your biggest challenges
initially?
The youngsters faced many problems
and in the school they were simply
exacerbated. Many schools serving areas
of acute deprivation will face similar
kinds of problems. These are just a few:
• Social communication and cultural
awareness was poor;
• Self-esteem was low and a poor selfimage was prevalent amongst the pupils;
• Pupils’ engagement with adults and
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As a leader in a school or college, you need
information and advice that is clearly relevant to
your role. Because ASCL only represents leaders
in secondary schools and colleges, all of our
work is focused on the sector – from financial
management to understanding the latest Ofsted
framework. With ASCL you have access to the very
best professional advice, through our publications
and telephone hotline, and excellent trade union
support should you ever need it in your working life.
*Monthly membership rates from 01.01.12 payable via direct debit in ten instalments.
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and provided the same platform for all to
learn in an interesting and dynamic way.
A house system was also introduced to
support competition, integration and a
sense of values. This initiative provided a
context for introducing Mind Lab, which
also supports the same values, and which
provided a skeleton for developing a
holistic tutorial programme within the
first three years of the academy.
Why did you decide to implement the
Mind Lab programme at Havelock?
I came across Mind Lab at a conference
and was intrigued. Mind Lab seemed to
match all of the criteria for developing the
MYP, and the corresponding MYP Learner
Profile. The Mind Lab curriculum uses
board games to develop thinking skills but
of more interest to me, it develops life skills
and social skills such as self-confidence,
cooperation, resilience, winning – and
losing, if it happens – magnanimously and
with good grace. These are skills needed for
life and are encouraged in the MYP and
our house system. They are also the skills
and qualities we refer to in our own
declaration of principles:
“Broadening horizons, developing
confident and caring members of the
community who learn to take
responsibility for themselves as
individuals and for the world."
Anything new that is introduced to a
school comes under constant scrutiny,
from within as well as from without, so
we had to be sure that introducing these
programmes was right for the school,
which they have proven to be.
Why did you choose the MYP programme?
My goals for Havelock in introducing
the MYP programme were to:
• Broaden horizons.
• Raise aspirations.
• Develop an international aspect to
the school. I wanted every child to
have the opportunity to travel abroad,
which many had never been able to
do before.
• Instil a non-denominational, but
values based aspect.

• Create a pastoral structure.
• Create more social integration and
engagement between young learners
and adults.
• Develop more exciting and enriching
options for the teacher from a broad
and deep curriculum.
Because the MYP is a framework it has
different expressions and emphases in
different schools. It has proved a challenge
(with which we are still wrestling) to try
to introduce benchmarking compatible
with the British GCSE and SATS systems,
and the complications that surround

evident in the way they communicate
with each other, teachers and myself.
We have also been lucky enough to
have commissioned a new building,
which is designed around the eight faculty
MYP programme and the eight house
home-bases. Not only is the building
purpose built, but pupils have shown
great pride in it.
The predecessor school had had a
proud history, but also faced, more
recently, tough times. There has for a
while been considerable uncertainty
about its future. Havelock Academy is

measurements test us still. However the
MYP fitted closely with my vision for the
school. Ofsted and DfE are willing to
consider its appropriateness for us against
the backdrop of successful national
curriculum outcomes.

now pleasingly over-subscribed. This may
be attributable to many things, but
among them, for example are:
• Care, above all, for the pupils,
through competition and
collaboration.
• Bringing the IB MYP to the academy,
its ethos and values and all that it
embraces.
• Introducing tutorial support and
pastoral structures which have a daily
focus.
• Complementing all three of these
through educational programmes like
Mind Lab.

What has been the result of your
initiatives at Havelock?
Now, four years down the line, having
introduced these changes, we are
beginning to see a difference in the
children.
Some of the noticeable differences are
that the students now greet me, their
social confidence is stronger, they are
more hospitable, and proud of their
academy and proud to be associated with
it. Not only that, they have begun to
model self-respect and confidence,

What is your advice for other Head
Teachers?
Keep breathing, keep smiling and keep
pushing for more budget!
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Up to 90% of your budget can go
on staff. How well do you take
care of this essential resource?
Worklife Support offers a range of programmes and
services, including an extensive pay-as-you-use
Occupational Health service and an Employee Assistance
Programme which can help provide a positive and
co-ordinated strategy to support your staff.
Our services also help reduce the cost of staff sickness
absence and turnover and maximise
productivity and effectiveness.
We have over 12 years experience
working with 4,000 schools and
academies, helping to improve
effectiveness through the wellbeing
and motivation of staff.

7RÀQGRXWPRUHFDOOXVRQ0845 873 5680
info@worklifesupport.com
www.worklifesupport.com

Academies
At Tait Walker we understand the conversion process
and our dedicated academies team can work with you
to help overcome your challenges.
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Recruitment

Better and more cost-effective
recruitment
Paul Howells of Eteach UK urges you to use the
power of online technology

I

n the current economic climate the headlines about
education funding make grim reading, with the National
Audit Office warning that financial pressure may put more
schools in the red. Meanwhile, the DfE advises that: ‘all schools
should be working to make savings, spending their funds
prudently and looking to maximise their resources’ - all this
while still providing quality teaching and learning.
Recruiting good teachers by its very nature affects the quality
of teaching in our schools, so it’s not surprising that Ofsted is
taking more of an interest in this activity. It’s also an area where
academies (and schools of all types) can make significant savings
by cutting the amount they spend on recruitment, as well as
becoming better employers.
It is simply no longer the case that schools still need to
advertise in the traditional, highly expensive trade press. A
recruitment strategy based on purchasing a restricted number of
advertisements, because the budget will only stretch so far, is a
negative and short-term approach.
Schools can recruit more effectively by advertising vacancies
on their own website or turning to online recruitment sites.
Other sectors are streets ahead in recruiting online and although
an individual academy will never have the resources of a Marks
and Spencer, for example, online recruitment offers schools the
potential to attract great teachers cost-effectively – crucial in the

face of recession and budget cutbacks.
Every business needs to attract the best possible candidates in
a competitive market place and this applies equally in the
education sector. Teachers, especially younger ones, like and rely
on the internet and find that looking for their next job online is
quicker. This means that schools must spend more time building
their own online brand, advertising effectively and ensuring that
their recruitment processes are efficient and easy-to-use.
For recruitment success, candidates must not only find your
job, but want to apply for it; cutting and pasting a job
specification simply isn't good enough. Schools need to
remember that it’s a job advertisement: they need to sell the job,
the salary, the prospects and the school. What may be less
obvious is the importance of using search engine-friendly
descriptions, and keywords that candidates are likely to search
for. We’ve written a free best practice guide for recruiters at
www.eteach.com/best-practice-guide.
A school’s website is its shop window and it needs to be
content-rich, interactive, and search engine optimised. Managing
applications can be very time consuming for staff. Here again,
online technology can help, allowing management teams to
easily view and search applications, manage candidates through
all recruitment stages and improve communication with them.
I want academies to optimise the power of online technology,
to enable them to collaborate in finding teachers, as well as
cutting costs. This was behind our decision to develop Academy
and Regional Talent Pools. Recruiters can set up a Talent Pool a
database of potential employees that attracts teachers who want
to work in their school. They can also join a Regional Talent
Pool, attracting candidates that are looking in their region and
enabling them to share ‘surplus’ candidates with other schools.
Having said all this, online recruitment may not be ideal for
every post. My advice to academies is still to use it as their
‘default’ recruitment method; if it doesn’t work for hard-to-fill
roles and they need to spread the net wider, they will still be
saving money.
Using effective online recruitment tools will make their
processes more efficient, reducing spend and allowing them to
use their saved budget elsewhere.
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News from

FASNA seeks ‘academy freedoms’ for ALL schools
We believe that every school should be free to determine the strategies that they believe are best
suited to delivering the highest possible standards of education for all children
Membership is for schools: Headteachers, Governors, Business Manager, Leadership Team members and Clerks to
Governors are all welcome at our seminars and events
• We advocate autonomy for all schools in key areas such as fairer funding, fair admissions, curriculum freedom,
employment freedoms, estate management and effective governance in order to meet the highest levels of public
accountability
• We seek to champion the rights of free and independent state schools to be autonomous and to support them in
maximising the benefits of school freedoms for all their pupils.
• We have a strong lobbying profile

FASNA membership will provide access to:
• Member-only information, including regular legal
updates, on the FASNA website
• Regular newsletters

• Regular conferences with distinguished speakers
• A commitment to support member schools to make
their own links and network

High quality professional development through our seminars focusing on:
• Exclusions and challenging pupils
• Admissions and admission appeal
• Succession planning - preparing to appoint a new
• Converting to academy status and a complete package of
Headteacher
on-going support for effectively exercising the new
• Professional development for Governors
freedoms
High quality legal advice through:
Our partnership with Stone King who provide legal updates at our conferences and seminars
Influence partnership and practice through:
Our strategic alliances, for example National College for School Leadership, Independent Academies Association, National
Association of School Business Managers, Place Group (procurement services)
Contribute to emerging policies through:
Representation on key groups, for example - Ministerial Advisory Group, National Employers’ Organisation for School
Teachers, School Funding Implementation Group, Advisory Group on Governance, Young People’s Learning Agency task
group and advisory group, and regular access to Government Ministers

Membership:
We welcome all types of schools - Academies, Foundation and Trust, VA, Special, Free Schools and those Community or VC
schools seeking greater autonomy. Our conferences are competitively priced. Our professional development seminars in a
central location or school based, offer legal expertise, high level information and guidance and practitioner expertise.
Annual subscription is:

Secondary Schools/Academies/Free Schools
£250 + VAT (£300)
Primary and Special Schools/Academies/Free Schools £100 + VAT (£120)

Apply on-line or download a membership application form from

www.fasna.org.uk
or telephone 01332 386769 for more information
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News from

FASNA Seminars
All you need to know about Academy Status – Half Day
Seminars - starting with lunch
these events are free to attend
Friday 27 January 2012 Central London,
Friday 3 February 2012 Cheltenham,
Wednesday 8 February 2012 Exeter,
Wednesday 29 February 2012 Solihull/ Worcester
We are sponsored by the DfE to present regional seminars, all schools are
welcome to attend
This seminar will give you an excellent introduction to the legal framework,
responsibilities and rewards of academy status.
Programme includes:
• An assessment of the new educational landscape
• Input from head teachers who have recently converted
• Preparing to take on new responsibilities
• An overview of the legal process
• Top tips’ on consultation, communication and managing the conversion

Build your capacity in HR Management and Employment
Law* – Full Day Seminar
Tuesday 21 February 2012 Peterborough
Is your LA reducing the HR support it offers? Are you aware of the academy
obligations and opportunities in HR? Are you confident in managing key
employment policies and practice?
Programme includes:
• Top tips for managing employment risk
• Managing Academy transfers: what transfers, and what can you change
and when
• Managing absence and (in)capability
• Facebook and other e-media – use and abuse
• Current issues in discrimination law

Raising Standards through improved Learning
Environments** – Full Day Seminar
Thursday 23 February 2012 Central London
Raising standards through improved learning environments - making the
most of your resources
Think! Be creative in what you want for your school - you can make it happen...
Programme includes:
• How to get best-value from your capital grant
• A 'hands on' seminar exploring how you can still build and refurbish in
an exciting way and transform your school over time
• Developing your curriculum within your existing resources

Raising Standards through Effective Governance*** – Full
Day Seminar
Friday 2 March 2012 Central London
How well prepared are you for the challenges of increased autonomy and
greater accountability? Programme introduces the FASNA Practical
Guidance Handbook and will include the opportunity to:
• Refresh and focus your thinking
• Be clear about the role and responsibilities of the Chair of Governors in
the following areas of effective governance:
- Strategic direction and review
- Improvement and progression – support and challenge
- Accountability – governance, finance, employment, curriculum,
premises
- Performance management of the Headteacher
- Participate, discuss, reflect, work with other delegates to identify best
practice
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Prepare for Admission Appeals* – Full Day Seminar
Monday 5 March 2012 or Thursday 8 March 2012 Central London
Are you considering setting up your own appeals panel?
Do you need to understand the appeals process more fully? Are you
confident in presenting the school’s case to panels?
Programme includes:
• Mandatory training for clerks and panel members in the legal
framework and statutory requirements
• The role of the clerk and panel members
• The appeal procedure and conduct of the hearing
• Decision making exercise
• Preparing and presenting the school’s case

Spring Conference# – Full Day Conference
Thursday 15 March 2012 Hotel Russell, London
Confirmed speakers include:
Steve Munby CBE the National College's Chief Executive,
Les Walton OBE Chairman of the YPLA
Stephen Twigg MP, and
representatives from the DfE Funding Department
There will also be a legal update from Stone King Solicitors, a members’
business session, and forums for Business Managers and for those schools
wishing to convert to Academy

Manage Challenging Behaviour and Exclusions* – Full
Day Seminar
Friday 16 March 2012 Central London
Have you updated policies and practices in line with new requirements?
Governors of Academies are responsible for hearing exclusion appeals. Are
your governors aware of their increased role in academy exclusions?
Programme includes:
• The legal framework and statutory responsibilities
• The role of governors in the process
• The role of academy governors in appeals
• Preparation of a case for exclusion and procedure of the hearing
• The role of the Local Authority
All you need to know about Academy status seminars are sponsored by the DfE
and offered free to schools
* Full day seminars - the charge is £275 + VAT per delegate for FASNA
Members and £325 + VAT for non-Members
** Improved Learning Environments - the charge is £75 + VAT for FASNA
Members and £100 + VAT for non-Members
*** Effective Governance - the charge is £150 + VAT per delegate or £250 +
VAT for two delegates attending from the same school
#Spring Conference - the charge is £150 + VAT for FASNA Members and £175
+ VAT for non-Members

Booking Information
Places can be booked on-line via the FASNA website - www.fasna.org.uk or
by e-mailing the following information to s.ferdinando@fasna.org.uk:
• Full name(s) of person(s) attending
• Role(s) within school
• Name and address of school
• Contact name and e-mail address
By booking the venue we are committed to a certain level of costs and
therefore have to implement a cancellation policy:
• cancellation of less than 14 days notice - no refund
• between 14 and 28 days notice - 50% refund
• up to 28 days notice - full refund
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For more information about our systems please visit: www.cemcentre.org or email: marc.brackenbury@cem.dur.ac.uk
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